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HELD HERE
^ Sessions of Third Annual Eco^ nomic Conference Held In
^
Russell Theatre
^ OPENED BY DR. HOLT
^Goss, White, Whitney, Jack^ son And Others Speak
ti

By KING MacRURY
- The third annual Economics
•Conference was opened, last Thursday, by President Holt's introduction of his friend and classmate,
I John H. Goss.
I The entire subject-matter of the
conference was based upon the requests made by those present at
, last year's conference. Much difficulty was encountered not only
.in the selection of the speakers
'!;but in inducing representative per•.^sons to speak. The success oi the
conference is a tribute to Dr. Mel.cher, its chairman, whose efforts,
^with the cooperation of thu fac; ulty members of the Economics
.Department, made piossible such
;fa representative group of authoritativ_e speakers.
First Session
5 Mr. John H. Goss, vice-president
of the Scovill Manufacturing Company of Waterbury, Conn., w a s
chosen to speak on the subject of
"The Importance of Human Engineering in Industrial Relationship" in the light of his active belife in the subject and his practice of humanitarism toward labor
throughout his entire life as the
executive of a large corporation.
Mr. Goss evolved his entire discussion around the importance of
the consideration of the rights of
labor and the betterment of all in
tarrying the golden rule into in[dustry. Throughout his entire oraItion the speaker made evident his
whole-hearted belief in the mutual
'benefit of the worker and the em'ployer in the alliance of both in
the common interest of the concern. Too often, the speaker intimated, do labor and the employer
fail in their attempts to better
their respective conditions simply
fay refusal to observe the common
rules of sportsmanship in dealing
with their adversaries.
"There are three simple rules
for successful dealing with labor",
Mr. Goss said. "Do not get angry, do not say 'No' to the first
proposal and do not lose your sense
1 of humor."
I
Second Session
' Dr. Wilford L. White, Chief of
I the Marketing Research Division
• of the United States Department
of Commerce, spoke on the subject of "Prices in Theory and
Practice."
In his speech Dr. White attacked the laws requiring t h e
equalization of prices on s i n g l e
commodities and told of the various instances in which this acts
contrary to good business. This
procedure, according to Dr. White,
is ultimately bound to help big
business but act in a very detri(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

Choir and Readers
Give Chapel Service
In Daytona Beach
The Rollins A Cappella Choir
and other members of the student
body took part in a service given
in the Tourist Church at Daytona
Beach. The invocation was led by
Seymour Ballard; the Litany was
read by Opal Peters and the Old
and New Testament lessons were
given by Irving Felder and Catherine Bailey. Dr. Don Tullis gave
the words of welcome and President Holt gave the response. Aroxie Hagopian was the soloist in the
anthem "Beautiful Saviour" by
Christiansen.
Two addresses were given, the
first, by George Fuller, who spoke
on "The Infallible Law of Love",
and Marita Stueve s p o k e on
"Practical Religion: Sought and
Found".
After the service the group went
to the beach and enjoyed a picnic
supper. The service was broadcast
over the Daytona Beach radio station.

TALKS ON LYNCHING
Dr. Willis King, president of
Gammon Theological Seminary of
Atlanta, Ga., and a delegate to the
Oxford Conference on Church
Union, addressed an interested
group of students and race workers Monday afternoon in the Frances Chapel on the subject of
"Christianizing Race Relations".
Dr. King, a stout, refined bespectacled negro, after touching
briefly on race differences in other sections of the country, offered
five steps which he felt effective
means to reach a solution to the
race problem.
These briefly were: 1) Believe
in a way and be ready to experiment with it—be open-minded. 2)
Realize that from the side of the
negroes it will take patience and
from the whites vision and courage.
3) Have faith in each other. 5) Develop some project on
which you can work together without reference to the race question.
This project may be the family,
church, or in a student group.
Avoid Complacency
r. King emphasized the fact
that the great sin is not how little
you are doing about it, but being
complacent over doing nothing.
1 mentioning the fact that personal relations should be maintained, Mr. King said "A man's personality has nothing to do with
his race. He has worth—eternal
worth as a person."
There is of course the matter
of the interdependence of the
groups, here must be when onethird of the South is colored."
Is For Anti-Lynching Bill
At the conclusion of his speech
a group discussion was held with
Dr. King answering questions. On
the anti-lynching bill which is being brought before Congress, Mr.
King answered, "I think that I can
fely say that all Negroes are in
sympathy with any bill which will
curb lynching."
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P e r f o r m a n c e I s T o B e Given
Friday Night
Tony Sarg's world-famous marionettes and the original New York
Company will present their newest
production, "Robinson Crusoe" in
the Annie Russell Theatre at RolBy FRED LIBERMAN
lis College Friday night, February
4, at 8:15'. A special children's
That editorial last week in this
matinee has been planned for Friday afternoon at 3:30. Adults may paper which was intended more or
also attend the matinee perform- less as a slap in the face for this
columnist was an interesting piece
ance if accompanied by a child.
of journalism. ..It seems, also, to
To many people who have seen have been an even more interesting
last fifteen years the very name distortion of facts.
of Tony Sarg's Marionettes spells
You can't argue by comparing
enchantment in anticipation. Sarg one historical event to another.
is the originator of the Marionette Every time you do so you stoop
travelling company, and while he to a form of Sophism, and wind
now has imitators too numerous to up with false hypotheses. T h e
mention there are still very few author of the editorial claims that
who produce complete shows and because sanctions against Italy
nowhere have established the Sarg failed, a boycott against Japan will
record of fifteen years on Broad- fail.
way as a standard theatrical atIf we are right in recalling our
traction, competing with the best facts, the sanctions were applied
the great white way and its pro- only by the governments of a few
Ific side streets can offer.
European nations. Italy bought
These dancing dolls on strings goods of war from the U. S. and
have come to be supreme in a field she bought those goods with cash.
of their own, and today there are
Today, Japan faces not economic
hundreds of amateur marionette governmental sanctions but a boyproductions of great merit.
cott by the people of the United
The marionettes have all the at- States and England. She is not
tributes of actors, and c a n do able to sell her products to these
many things that the regular stage people, and therefore cannot g e t
actor must omit. The dolls have foreign cash. H er only friends
Germany and Italy. Can either
moving arms, legs, eyes, mouths,
all done by the aid of strings which of these countries supply her with
managed by wooden controls what she needs? Or better still,
1 a bridge built above the stage. will they?
The answer is simple. It is in
The operators are hidden f r o m
r, and though the strings are the negative. Germany does not
visible in a few minutes the watch- buy Japanese goods to any apprei carried away by the magic of ciable extent. And she wili not
the artistry and forgets them en- hand over to Japan war materials
cash; she herself needs both to
tirely.
buld up her own army. This is one
For almost twenty years Tony
of the reasons why Germany is so
Sarg has been an American house- eager to end the Sino-Japanese
hold name. Each Fall he fills his conflict.
5-ton truck with marionettes costItaly has just used m e n , maing |lOO to $500 apiece and sends
chines and capital in Ethiopia and
them on a countrywide tour to
Spain. She used them profitably
thrill thousands of "children from
a sense, for she gained land
6 to 60."
Ethiopia and may gain someSarg keeps up to the minute on thing in Spain. But neither she nor
lors and costumes, and the stage, Germany stand to gain anything
th all its scenery, furniture and by helping Japan now, (in the
props is in exact proportions to
e in which she needs help).
the dolls.
And since there don't seem to be
The Marionettes will appear in any other countries to aid her, JaWinter Park under the auspices of pan is in a hole.
I was pleased with the good feelthe Annie Russell Series. The box
office at the Annie Russell Thea- ings of the editorial writer who
tre will be open from 4 to 6 Wed- protested that the people of Japan
would starve if a boycott went innesday, Thursday, and Friday.
to effect. But remember, Japan
is waging an aggressive war, even
though it is not the doing of her
citizenry. It must stop. Because
of the greed of the Japanese militarists, innocent Chinese are not
only starviing, but are being masclastic verse forms.
But poetry cannot live by mech- sacred. It is the belief of this colanism alone, nor by philosophic lumnist that this will stop only if
content unless it is reinforced by the people of Japan kick these milskillful word content. A synthesis itarists out of piower.
of the two is imperative to create
In Japan, the militarists are not
a great or even a good poem. In in absolute power. The Emperor
this synthesis even the most con- is supreme, and he alone cannot be
sistent poet will occasionally fail. put out of office by a popular deSo while we may deprecate, we mand. Contrary to the argument
cannot condemn an occasional sad of the editorial writer, a boycott
sprinkling of slight — and even could not starve the Japanese peotrite—verse among the pages. Nev- ple.
Once conditions really startertheless it is an unfortunate con- ed getting poor in Japan the militrast that, only a few pages from tarists would find themselves on
the majestic s o n n e t , "Words, the way out. Unlike Germany or
Words, Words" with its grace of Italy, the party in power is not
line and symbol and the l y r i c the only party existent.
"View in Time of Battle" with its
And now for the last and what
excellent use of Biblical image,
(Continued on page 2, col, 4)
such a minor verse as "Little
John" should appear to mar the
strength of the whole. There is
no intergral fault in the poem save
its inferiority to the others. The
mood of strong simplicity created
Professor Norman McClintock of
by some of the lyrics and the mood Rutgers College spoke at the all
of ulticate grandeur in the title college assembly, Wednesday, on
poem are not sustained through- Interesting Phenomenon in the
out; the perfectionist cannot help World of Nature.
regretting this.
Mr. McClintock, a friend of
Dr. Burton's philosophy, as re- Hamilton Holt and a naturalist of
vealed in his poetry, deals not with note illustrated his talk by moving pictures.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Elizabeth Schoening Reviews "Higher
Than Hills" By Professor Barton
Above the mountains at earth's
outer rim, stars shine clear and
beckoning. It is toward these stars
then more familiarly. With the
the poet looks; wondering at first,
years comes knowledge of earth,
ability to view it whole and apart.
And it is then the poet becomes
acquainted with the stars. Whatever his ideal of them may be,
maturity clarifies this ideal. He
privileged to address the mystery which youth can only conjecture.
Thus it is fitting that, in his
newest book, Richard Burton looks
^Higher Than Hills". His sight
.f the sky is no longer hampered
by uncertainty. He is able to look
upward calmly; counterpointal to
_. __. the lightest of his lyrics runs
the deep strain of a fulfilled nature.
The keynote of Richard Burton's
writing technique is classicism. His
work is built upon a sound knowlIge of literature, and his grasp
f form is excellent. Even in the
lodern formlessness of irregularly
rhymed lyrics, he contrives pattern. He bases his expression up. background of literary tradition, giving the whole a dignity and
beauty often lost in most icono-
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A n t i m a t e d Magazine I s To B e
"Published" For The
Eleventh Time

FOR CONCERT
BY SYMPHONY

Will P r e s e n t " R o b i n s o n Crusoe"
I n A n n i e Russell
Theatre

Headlines

Dr. King Offers Solution To
Race Problem

(Complete Campus Coverage)

HOLT ANNOUNCES
FOUNDERS' WEEK
PROGRAM PLANS

ORGAN VESPERS
hursday, February 3, 5 o'clock
1. Choral Improvisation on
"A Mighty Fortress is our
God"
Karg-Elert
2. Passacaglia in C minor—
Bach
3. Forspiel u n d Liebestod,
from the Opera "Tristan
und Isolde"
Wagner
4. It is Enough, from "Elijah"
Mendelsohn
Lyman Greaves, baritone
5. Valse
Tschaikowsky
Movement III, from Symphony in E minor
6. The Cuckoo
Arnesky
7. Canon Walls
Closkey
f r o m T h r e e Mountain
Sketches.

Editorials
Controversy

Rutgers Professor
Speaks At Assembly

O r c h e s t r a of C e n t r a l F l o r i d a
In Beethoven P r o g r a m
Pleases Audience
PLAYED WEDNESDAY

NOTED DANGER

Next

Concert T o B e
February 23

Given

By GEORGE L. QUAYLE
In the all-Beethoven Concert last

Ted Shawn To Appear With Wednesday, the Symphony OrchHis Dancing Troupe
estra of Central Florida was indeed
ALUMNUS IN GROUP
Ted Shawn, America's foremost
male dancer, who recently achieved
a brilliant success at His Majesty's
theatre in London, will appear at
the Winter Park High School auditorium Monday evening, February 7, at 8:15. Shawn will be supported by his company of eight
men dancers, which comprises the
only male dancing group in the
world. The entertainment will be
held under the joint auspices of
the Rollins Alumni Association and
the Rollins Folklore Society.
Shawn has been on tour with his
company for the past three seasons, visiting the principal cities
of the United States, Canada and
Cuba in addition to a brilliantly
successful season in London. When
he started out three seasons ago
with men only, it was doubtful
whether a group with no women
could succeed. The skepticism that
was then felt has long since ceased
to e x i s t — a corroboration of
Shawn's belief that the public was
ready to accept a revival of what
was originally exclusively a man's
art.
The program, potentially a dance
drama, vividly outlines episodes in
American history from the time of
Spanish conquerers in Mexico to
the present. Rhythms of m o r e
primitive days, dances of religious fanaticism, sport themes, mod-,
ern subjects done with biting humor and satire, and the great abstract composition, "Kinetic Molpai",
are to be presented in this
performance.
Barton Mumaw, a member of
Shawn's troupe, is an alumus of
Rollins College.

N O T E D P E O P L E COMING
N e w F e a t u r e Will B e A n Open
Campus Day
Preliminary plans for the celebration of Founders' Week when
officials of Rollins College pause
for a few days to pay tribute to the
Congregationalists who established
the college 53 years a g o , were
made public today by President
Hamilton Holt.
Founders' Week will begin during the week of February 14 and
will attain its climax Sunday, February 20, when the Antimated
Magazine will be "published", and
Monday, when honorary degrees
will be conferred upon an eminent
group of individuals.
The No. 1 issue of the Eleventh
Volume of the Rollins Antimated
Magazine, the most spectacular
feature of Founders' Week, will be
"published" out-of-doors at 2:30
Sunday afternoon, weather permitting. In case of rain, the contributors will do triple duty by appearing in three halls to deliver their
manuscripts in person.
Although the list of contributors
to this year's table of contents ia
incomplete, it is fairly certain that
it will include, among others, Henry R. Luce, editor of "Time, Inc.'*,
Arthur S w e e t s t er, prominent
American official of the League
of Nations, Ralph Adams Cram,
Boston, Mass., architect, who designed Knowles Memorial Chapel
at Rollins, Dr. Arthur L. Kinsolving, rector of Trinity Church in
Boston, a n d , possibly, Admiral
Richard E. Byrd, of "Little America"., fame. President Holt and
Dr. Edwin 0. Grover, who have
served as "editor" and "publisher"
of the Antimated Magazine since
it was created eleven years ago
will again fill these posts.
The annual Founders' Week dinner, an outstanding feature last
year, is again on the program for
Saturday night, February 19, when
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

fortunate in having as its soloist
Miss Helen Moore. Her contribution to the evening was the rendering of the fourth piano concerto which she and the orchestra
tossed off with delightful finesse
and apparent ease.
Her pleasing personality was obvious before she struck a note, and
this was conveyed not a little in
her interpretation. This double asset, it need not be mentioned, is
unfortunately rare in most soloists,
and the audience realized this fact
by remaining unusually quiet during the performance and showing
a great deal of enthusiasm over
her accomplishment.
The opening number on the program was the none too exciting Lenore Overture Number Three
which we are told was great sport
to rehearse, and the orchestra
proved it by a spirit interpretation. This is the type of music
which carries us into such sublime
thoughts as, "Did I, or did I not
let the dog out", "Tomorrow is
the first of the month". These
thoughts are short lived, however,
for we are brought back to the auditorium by sudden outbursts of
orchestral phenomena, only to be
dropped once again into the foggy
unknown by trickling passages
whose terminals remind us that life
is full of such important non-essentials.
If one did not enjoy this number,
one need not be discouraged. Most
music demands repeated hearings,
and that which sounds hopeless at
first may turn out to thrill the listener later. The Lenore Overture, " T h e P r i c e of G e n i u s " W a s
however, has the opposite effect on
S u b j e c t of A d d r e s s
us, and we feel that one's education is quite complete without it.
FACULTY MEMBER
(Continued on Page 2, col. 6)
"The Price of Genius as Paid by
Some of the Contemporary World
Figures" was the title of the address given by Dr. Evelyn Newman
at 4 o'clock Wednesday afternoon
at the Episcopal Parish House.
"It makes an absorbing theme",
see more than Frederick, we can
actually see Voltaire. It would said Dr. Newman, "when studied
be almost impossible to explain in such constrasting forms of
this. It is simply his ability of achievement of service as aviation,
putting across to the audience that I as represented by Amelia Earhart,
which he has imagined to see and (Last^ Flight), a scientific discovfeel. Of course Frederick is at ery as representecf by Madame
the mercy of Voltaire's keen and Curie( Madame Curie), and ecopiercing tongue, and we see him nomics and poetry as represented
shrivel before the attack. Any by A. E. (memoirs of A. E. —
critic would have delivered eulogy. George Williams Russell)".
A complete change, within a few
Dr. Newman further explained
seconds, brought forth Madame the theme of her lecture by saying.
De Montespan. Here, pathos and "These three recent biographies on
humor were apparent. And here great personalities can not fail to
did the audience realize that it was inspire the toward a braver effort
as easy for Mr. Joray to "change" in living. Each of these valiant
from man to woman as it was to workers demonstrated througaout
change costume. At least, it ap- life the truth of Amelia Earhart'9
peared that easy. Certainly this poem, "Courage", which closofc the
characterization w a s convincing brief story of her life.
and it was in such a part as this Courage is the p r i c e that life
that Mr. Joray's knowledge of his
exacts for granting peace.
art completely captivated his audi- The soul that knows it not, kn^ws
no release
One of the high spots of the From little things;
evening was part three, Louis XIV, Knows not the livid loneliness of
of France. The interesting thing
fear,
about this was that we were shown Nor mountain heigihts, v-h?re bitLouis at his best, dining, in all Iiis
ter joy can hear
glory and resplendence, on the Ter- The sound of wings.
race at Versailles, and at his worst, How can life grant us boon of
awakened at midnight and forcedto
living, compensate
grant an audience with a member For dull grey ugliness, and pregof his military staff. The complete
nant hate
change of all outward appearance Unless we dare
and yet the same inward Louis un- The soul's dominion? Each time
derneath must have been no easy
we make a choice we pay
task. And yet, again flawless.
With courage to behold resistless
The fourth part, following a
day
(Continued on page 2, col. 7)
And count it fair.

DR. NEWMAN TALKS
AT PARISH HDUSE

Joray Presents Splendid Monologue
And Pantomime Says Student Reviewer
The audience of the second attraction in the Annie Russell
Series, under the able direction of
Miss Dorothy Lockhart, was witness, Friday night last, to one of
the neatest bits of monologue and
pantominic acting that this reviewhas yet had the pleasure of
eing.
Peter Joray is, without a doubt,
I artist. His greatest ability lies
the way in which he completely
loses himself, his own personality,
and becomes the living image of
e whom he is impersonating.
His program of impersonations is
an easy one, and each in turn
meant, not only chage in costume,
which, in passing, was exquisite,
, change in voice, b u t complete
hange of personality and mental
His program, aptly called Intimate Moments with Royalties of
the Past, was in five parts. Each
part represented a different peri, four with monologue and the
last, in pantomime.
Part one was Frederick the
Great of Prussia. Anyone who,
having read something of this man,
knows him, will realize that here
had an almost perfect insight
into the man's nature, into his inferiority complex. We see him
passing judgment on his portrait
nd realizing that the artist has
done too perfect a likeness. Following this we see him in conferwith Voltaire. Here, thanks
to the artistry of Peter Joray, we

THE

Approves
PROMINENT MEN Student
Of Dr. Burton's New
LEADSESSIONS
Book of Poetry
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

DR.HDLMES GIVES
CHAPEL SERMON

mental manner for small
the inobvious, the obscure. What
Third Session
he has to say bears the simplicity
Says "The Law of Life Is To
In the Annie Russell Theatre at of normal life experience, a n d
Proceed".
9:30 Friday morning Dr. Wilford therein lies its importance. It holds
L. White was introduced by Dr. a gradual knowledge and enlightMelcher when he appeared for the enment . What youth questions INCLUDES WAR PROBLEM
second time in the Economics Con- darkly, maturity answers serenely.
"A sentence from the text which
ference and spoke on the research It approaches Wordsworth's ideal
in the field of the Department of of emotion recollected in tranquil- compels attention", said Dr. Harry
N. Holmes, Field Secretary of the
Commerce Marketing Division.
ity.
World Alliance for International
After explaining the basis f o r
He plays his thought upon the
the statistics and the method by sonnets formal organ, he pipes it Friendship through the Churches,
which they are compiled, Dr. White explained the imperviousness of in his Chapel sermon of January
told of the expected outcome of in the short lyris, he symphonizes 30th, is the sentence stating, "and
the publishing of these statistical it in the long lyric form. But es- he made as though he would have
reports. It is their end to aid in sentially the though's quality is gone further." Mr. Holmes went
the lessening of unemployment by familiar, and therefore welcome. on the illustrate the topic of his
helping industry and industrial de- There is gentle nostalgia for the sermon, "The Law of the Mounvelopment to cut down to as large past, steady humorous surveyal of taineer and the Law of Christ," by
an extent as possible the enter- the present, and a strong clear telling of a little village in Switzprising of ideas which are n o t hope for the future—the stars. It erland in the heart of which stands
sound industrially from the finan- is on this note the book ends, with a statue of an alpine guide with
these words chiseled on its base
cial standpoint.
the title poem "Higher Than Hills",
"He died while climbing."
Fourth Session
perhaps the finest in the collection.
The law of life, said Dr. Holmes,
The most ticklish of problems "The Rockies are wrinkles, no
which was to be discussed in the
more, on the Earth's rug- is to proceed. No real Christian
must cringe or lose his ground, inconference was that of the "Probged crust,
lems of Labor in the Citrus In- The heights Himalayan are naught stead he must advance and continue up and on his chosen way.
dustry" and for that reason withbut upbuilding of dust;
drawals and refusals to s p e a k Beyond and a b o v e gleams the The source of Christianity is sternness and decisiveness and the life
made the opening of the • discusblazon — a n d follow he
standards of Christians must be
sion poorly representative of t h e
must!"
higher than the standards of the
different sides of the question.
world.
We will find our drudgery
Mr. James H. Whitney, organizer tude of the problem of their infor the American Federation of stitution and operation. He fur- redeemed if we say, "I thought I
Labor, was called from the audi- ther commented on the lack of was going to make the best of it
ence by Professor France a n d realization of the average citizen but now I know I am going to
started the discussion. Mr. Whit- of the terrifying proximity of the make the most of it." Anyone, Dr.
ney's remarks were rather pointed problem to each and every person Holmes points out, can stumble the
first mile b u t it takes courage
as he discussed the hostility of in this vast domain.
in God to go the second. God
growers and packers toward labor
Giving striking examples of the
organizations. Vehemently he de- interpretations of the Bi-Lateral does not encourage us he comcried the industry as one which Trade Agreement he demonstrated mands us to go further and often
was badly run from the stand- quite forcibly the difficulties which takes us further than we intended
to go. Dr. Holmes gives us
point of labor and unrecognizant the United States encounters in
of the problems of labor in that trade operation of the intricate excellent example of this in
character of Albert Switzer,
field.
workings of the doctrine.
great European muiscian, who had
In closing he said, "The United arrived at the point of excellency
So harsh were Mr. Whitney's
words and also those of George B. States needs foreign trade. We in music and then went further
Jackson of the C. I. O. that volun- cannot enjoy a sound or lasting and studied medicine. He now lives
tary argument from the audience prosperity without it. A n d
on the banks of the Congo in Equahave much to gain in a posit.
was abundant.
torial Africa, saving the lives of
e by developing it to the full- people who need him more. H(
Thence the discussion led to a
debate between these representa- est extent possible. By contribu- went further beyond our civilizatives of labor on the one side and ting to this end, o u r reciprocal tion to another which needed him
Mr. Howard Phillips of the Dr. trade agreements, negotiated as We have to go a certain distance
Phillips Co., Mr. Joshua Chase, they are with the greatest care for in all things—Christianity tells ui
president of Chase and Co., and Mr. i all the interests concerned, a r e to go further.
Morton of the Waverly Farms on making a substantial contribution
Today men live in physical prox
the other. The debate ran hotly | to the welfare of our country."
imity but the spirit of cooperatior
Sixth Session
along the various lines of pay,
treatment of labor' and conditions
Saturday morning at the Annie has not yet bound us together. We
of the employees until, finally, it Russell Theatre Dean Enyart, who must keep our hearts sensitive to
was climaxed by a few remarks presided at the session, introduced what is going on in the world tomade by Orrin Ward, an employee his friend Dr. Robert M. Haig, day—and go further. Dangerc
of the Tree Gold packing and ship- Professor of Economics at Colum- things are happening all around
ping company.
bia, who spoke on "The Taxation and it is our duty to go beyond
the statesman and add to the
Mr. Ward disclaimed t h e need of Capital Gains".
Dr. Haig advocated general ap- total of the world good-will and
for organization, he said the wages
friendship in a world of hatred.
were not in a despicable condition proval of expenditures in order to Our best example of this is found
as Whitney and Jackson had stat- make the system of taxation com- in that noble person, Kgaawa, who
ed and that the methods employed pletely fair. At present, the speak- went into Shanghai after it had
by Mr. Jackson in his attempts er said, the government expects been riddled by the Japanese and
to organize were not appreciated the ordinary citizen to read and
If it was that I did not have
by the workers. Although no doubt digest a tax blank which involves the spirit of God in my heart I
the impression left on the audience the most intricate terminology and
Id not come here. He has drivwas of a seasonal industry where report correctly the amounts of
me to go further—my heart is
workers were receiving a low an- the tax—the penalty for misunderbreaking for what my country has
nual wage but where the diffi- standing being imprisonment.
culties encountered by the emViciously the speaker attacked
A word can easily bury this civployers were also great.
the issuance of tax-exempt securiFifth Session
ties although, as he said, the incen- ilization we riow have and our most
portant duty is to go further intive for their sale lies in the this
Speaking on "The Trade Agreefeature. He then touched upon to peace and security for the sake
ments Program", Charles D. Darlthe methods and the mistakes of of those who are to come after us.
ington, Jr., assistant chief of the
foreign countries in attempting to Sometimes if we think we a r e
Trade Agreements Division of the
deal with this world-wide problem striving and pushing forward alone,
United States Department of State,
of capital gains and expressed dis- against everyone ese, let us never
trade agreements and the magniagreement with those who would forget the experience of the lone
boy climbing Mt. Everest, who sudeliminate the capital gains tax.
denly realized that he wasn't alone,
Typewriter Headquarters
Seventh Session
Sales and Service
At the last meeting of the con- that there was someone with him
All Makes Used Typewriters
ference Dr. Melcher, who presided, and through Him he gained courintroduced Harvey S. C h a s e , age and reached the top. For life,
United States Consultant Account- for the individual and for the na19 E. Pine St., Orlando
ant, who spoke on "Budget Balanc- tion we must go further.
Phone 4822
ing and the National Debt".
Mr. Chase spoke of the financing
of the government by borrowing—
by issuing bonds to the citizens
who, in the end, pay for the bonds
by
by taxation. He inferred the extent to which the government "balances" its budget in this way but
made no statement as to the limitation. He indicated his belief that
the dangers of t h e government
were being exaggerated for partiOn sale at the
san purposes and that bonds of the
Federal Government must be considered not merely as a liability
but as an asset to many persons
and interests as well. Finally, when
questioned directly as to the
amount of government indebtedness that is possible under t h i s
Spring showings f e a t u r e system, he said, "Your guess is as

Davis Office Supply

"Higher Than Hills"

New Sport Shirts
by MacGregor

Dr. Burton

BOOKERY

more the "cut and sewn"
rather than the kitted type
of sport shirts.
Novelty checks, fabrics of
crash and imported materials, as well as solid colors,
are to be found. Gaucho collars and short sleeves.

$1.00 to ?1.95

R. C. BAKER, IM
at the corner, downtown

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM

DUKE UNIVERSITY is served exclusive
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N, C.
in the Beanery.

Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one-quarter years) or
three terms may be taken each
year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least
two years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade
A medical schools. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.
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WALTER MILLS TO

Headlines
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
was intended to be the most clinching argument of them all, a n d
which was a flop. The writer admitted (1) that Japan needs cash
to buy war materials (2) and that
she gets the cash from the outside.
Then she proceeded to make a
very contradictory statement. A
statement which was intended to
humble me, but which proves to
be a boomerang. Instead of a
boycott she will have a refusal to
sell Japan the materials she needs
for war.
But that is essentially the same
thing this column suggested in a
round about fashion, and her suggestion would involve the American government in a diplomatic
breach.
The method of boycott as I proposed it would cut off from Japan the money she needs to buy
her war goods. The method of
sanctions she (the editorial writer)
proposes would skip boycott and
directly stop the sale of war materials.
That would drag the government
in the mess. Only by law could
an effective sanction on the sale
of war goods to Japan be prohibited. In which case Japan would
have the right to declare open warfare against the United States.
Moreover, sanctions have proved
to be wholly inadequate in every
example in the past. There is too
much chance of indirect sale by
the munition men whose sole interest lies in profits. They could
sell as they have done to Spain,
via some South or Central American country.
If a boycott is put into operation,
on the other hand, and Japan cannot buy war goods with cash, the
munitions-makers and other sellers to Japan would not do business
with Nippon, for Japan h a s no
credit with these men.
In summing up our answer to
the editorial our argument is this:
(1) boycott and sanctions are two
different matters, the former more
likely to succeed because it does
not involve the government and
because it keeps Japan from purchasing directly or indirectly the
materials she needs for carrying,
on the war in China (2) Japan contrary to what the author of that
editorial thinks, is not a one-party
country. Further the opposition
party is opposed to the war. Boycott, it is the belief of this column, would accentuate the failure
of the military party in Japan and
would bring about a change in the
cabinet, thus greatly improving
chances for a peace in China.
No boycott or sanctions can ever
be perfect. But a boycott for the
reasons mentioned above stands a
much better chance than sanctions.

Sonneborne Reads
Own Translations To
International Club
The International Eelations Club
will meet this Thursday, February
3rd, at 7:30 P. M. in Carolyn Fox
Hall.
The speaker at this meeting will
be L. Sonneborne, a retired merchant of Baltimore, Maryland. Mr.
Sonneborne has for the past thirty
odd years devoted the major part
his free time to the reading
and studying of the Semetic literatures of the ages. More recently
has devoted his time to his own
translations of the Hebrew Psalter
into modern English treatment. On
Thursday evening he will r e a d
1 these translations, which several of the Rollins group have previously read with very great interest.
The International Eelations Club
inviting all Eollins students who
e interested in hearing Mr. Sonneborne to attend this meeting
which will begin promptly at 7:30.

Do you like
a change in

Food?
Something different in the
culinary art awaits
you at the

Latch String
in Orlando
718 Magnolia Ave.
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Beethoven Concert
Given by Winter
Park Symphony

JORAY APPEARS
INPANTOIME

(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
After the concerto the members
Will Be A c c o m p a n i e d B y of the orchestra tackled the Seventh Symphony with sporadic sucHelen Moore of Rollins
cess. At times we felt we were
S P O N S O R E D B Y P H I B E T A attending an exciting football game
at which the instruments were getting the upper hand over the memPhi Beta Fraternity will present bers of the orchestra. There were
Walter Mills, outstanding barito:
tense moments when e a c h man
in Winter Park on Sunday after- semed to fight for himself and disnoon, Feb. 6 at 5 o'clock.
regarded cues, and home "horned"
Mr. Mills will be remembered by in an unexpected moments in an
many for his performance of last uncertain manner.
year when he appeared in t h e
On the whole, this work which is
series given at the Congregational
Church. He has recently returned by no means easy to perform was
enjoyed
in spite of
and
from successful engagements
Boston and New York where he perhaps because of a f e w skips
appeared at the Town Hall. After here and there.
The featured number for Februhis concert here he will leave for
Chicago and a tour of the Mid- ary 23 will be the Brahms First
Symphony which is full of glorious
West.
melody and color. The orchestra
The program is to be given at
plans to give an harmonous readthe home of Dr. and Mrs. John
ing of this grand score.
Martin on Genius Drive, Winter
Park, and is under the sponsorship
of the Rollins chapter of Phi Beta
fraternity, a national organization
honoring excellence in the fields
of music and drama.
Mr. Mills will be accompanied
by Helen Moore, professor of piano at Rollins Conservatory.
The program follows:
1. (a) Die Ehre Gottes Aus
Der Natur (Beethoven); (b) In- A r o x i e H a g o p i a n Will Open
Concert Series
vocazione di Orfeo (Peri); (c) 0
Du Mein Holder Abenstern (Wagner).
TO B E H E L D I N T H E A T R E
2. (a) Feldeinsamkeit ( B r a hms) ; (b) Der Gang Zum Liebchen
A series of recitals by members
(Brahms); (c) Wenn ich in Deine of the faculty of the Rollins ConAugen seh (Schumann); (d) Ich servatory of Music will be a brilGrolle Nicht (Schumann).
liant feaure of the Winter calendar at Rollins College, it is anIntermission.
3. Un Ballo in Maschera; Eri nounced. The program will be held
in the Annie Russell Theatre.
Tu (Verdi) ..
4. (a) From the Hills of Dream
Miss Aroxie Hagopian, assistant
(Forsyth); (b) The Bell-man (For- professor of voice, and official repsyth); (c) An old Song Resung resentative at Rollins of the Juil(Griffiths); (d) Time you old Gyp- liard School of Music, will open the
sy Man (Warren).
concert series with a recital of op6. (a) A Voice in the Night eratic arias, German lieder, and
(Hester Eingling); (b) Beloved modern songs on Friday evening,
(Hester Ringling); (c) Now Sleeps Feb. 11, at 8:15.
the Crimson Petal (Quilter); (d)
Miss Hagopian, a dramatic soCome Buy (Buzzi-Peccia).
soprano, came to Rollins in 1935.
She is a Bachelor of Music graduate of Oberlin College and has
received her A. B. degree at Rollins. After graduation from Oberlin she studied for three years at
the Juilliard School as a fellowship
student. Later the Juilliard Foundation awarded her a $2',000 fellow(Continued from page 1 ,col. 7)
ship to enable her to continue her
operatic studies in Europe. At the
citizens of the community will be end of a year's studies in Dresden,
invited to hear brief addresses by she played in opera in Germany
some of the distinguished visitors singing some of the principal class! attending the Founders' Week fes- ic roles.
tivities.
In her concert work she has imOne of the new features planned pressed music patrons and music
for this year will be Open Campus critics with the rich beauty of her
Day on Saturday, February 19, voice, the purity of her diction, and
when the campus and all buildings the imaginative quality of her inwill be open from 9 to 12 in the terpretations.
morning and 2 to 6 in the afterOther artists who will appear on
noon for public visitation. Various the recital series are Bruce Doughexhibits will be presented in some erty, tenor, and Emilie Sellers
of the departments of the college. Dougherty, piano, on March 16;
Alumni Day is planned for Sat- Gretchen Cox, violin, Enrico Tamurday, February 19, and will fea- burini, violincello, Hila Knapp,
ture the annual meeting of t h e harp, Helen Moore, piano, Richard
Alumni Association of which Rex Barron, bassoon, on April 1; AlexBeach, the author, is president, the ander Bloch, violin, and Blanche
annual Alumni Luncheon where Bloch, piano, on April 7; and Helen
oore, piano, April 13.
Elvira Garner, author of the bestseller, "Ezekiel", and an alumna
Tickets may be secured from the
of Rollins will read stories, and the
tory of Music.
I
annual alumni vespers in honor of
departed graduates.

FACULTy TO GIVE
RECITAL S E I S

short intermission, presented Napoleon III, of France. If it ^g
deemed necessary that both t h e
high spot and low spot of the program be mentioned, it is the opinion of this reviewer that h e r e
would be the low spot. It is not
meant that Mr. Joray's interpretation was any less good, but simply that the finer technique was
not necessary. It was not meant to'
be an insight into a personality
but simply two highly amusing in.
cidents, in_which the lines, or spoken words, were the more impoi-tant.

The best, by far, was Mr. Joray'g:
concluding portrait, that of Queen;
Victoria. The best, for two rea-|
sons. One, the outward appear-;
ance, so completely like the pje-|
tures of the elderly Queen that it
was almost startling. Two, because
entirely without words, he gave toj
the audience a contrast of mood?,'
humorous and pathetic, that need.,
ed nothing to complete their illusion.

High praise and much c r e d i t
must be given to Paul Horgan, who
wrote the text of Mr. Joray's monologue. The lines, clever where
cleverness was called for, pathetic
where pathos w a s needed, undoubtedly aided in making this performance one of the better since]
the Series came under the leader-!
ship of Miss Lockhart.
'

This reviewer feels that the audience was not as receptive as the
performer deserved. Often the ap.
plause was thin and many lines
went unnoticed. This must be rather discouraging to those on the'
stage and must not be taken as a
judge of the playing, but rather or
the audience itself.
Tony Sarg's Marionettes will
present "Robinson Crusoe" Friday
afternoon and evening, February 4,
as the third attraction in the Annie
Russell Series.
(

FOUNDER'S WEEK
PLANS GIVEN OUT

Dr. Kinsolving, it is announced,
will deliver the sermon at the
Founders' Week Morning Meditation in Knowles Memorial Chapel
Sunday, February 20. As a part
of the service, a stained glass window in honor of Mrs. Frances
Knowles Warren, of Boston, Mass.,
donor of the chapel, will be unveiled as a gift from the faculty, students, trustees, and friends.
Other Founders' Week events include an address by Salvador de
Madariaga, world statesman, authoa, and former Spanish Ambassador to the United States on Tuesday, February 15, the annual Irving Bacheller Contest in Florida
History at the home of President
Holt on Friday, February 18; two
performances of Maxwell's Anderson's "High Tor", by the Rollins
Student Players; a meeting of the
Phi Beta Kappa Association of
Central Florida; lectures, exhibitions, dances, teas, a n d athletic
contests.

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents

Kay Lewis will spend from
Thursday until Saturday of this
week in Tallahassee, where she will
attend the meeting of District No.
3 of the American Alumni Coun-'
cil. She will be in charge of the
Women's Conference on Saturday
morning.
i

Annajeanne "Penny" Pendexter,!
of Chicago, in.,'36, is spending twojj
weeks in Winter P a r k visiting
friends on the campus.
Jeannette Lichtenstein '37, of
Clayton, Mo., arrived in Wintei
Park on Monday to spend a weekj
on the campus.
1

RAY GREENE
— Rollins Alumnus —

Real Estate Broker
100 Park Ave.

February 2,1938
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Shoppers:
Style shows are always intriguing—but when you
have a style show combined with a moving picture
starring your favorite actress—then you have a super
combination of amusement, delight, and fascination.
The Orlando Junior Welfare is sponsoring a showing of DICKSON-IVES' Southland fashions at t h e
Beacham Theatre tonight and tomorrow. DICKSONIVES introduces resort fashions in February that
become America's "high fashions" in May—so be sure
not to miss the showing of smart Southern fashions
modelled by beautiful models to lilting music.
Whether it's beach wear, play clothes, spectator
sports, afternoon or evening dresses that you want—
you can see them modelled at the Beacham or get
what you want at DICKSON-IVES. Wherever you
see the smartest fashions whether on the street or
on the stage at the Beacham, you can be sure that
they are from DICKSON-IVES, the smart women's
store.
A Rollins College Shopper
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George Arliss' Portrayal of Disraeli
Leviathan, Once
In Film Is Given Critical Comment

Queen of Waves, Sails
Key Society To Sponsor
to Oblivion in Scottish Scrap Iron Yard
Rollins Honor Tradition

By SEYMOUR BALLARD
To this writer, the unreeling of
t h e film "Disraeli," starring
George Arlis, last week in the Annie Russell Theatre served to adc
further conviction to Tennyson's
line about the old order changing
and yielding to the new.
film, barely ten years old, •
epoch making in its day, being
at the top of the list for the year
1929. This writer was an old moss.
back in those days as far as talkies were concerned. He had no
use for them. The silents
good enough for his father, and
they were good enough for him.
When he saw "Disraeli", the conversion was effective about the
fifth reel. But last week the audience, instead of being in awed silence at certain moments in big
scenes, howled, not with anguish,
but with amusement. Some left because the air became quite musty;
and others declared that from the
region of the stage they smelled
ham burning. Why did s o m e
leave? Why was their laughter?

kind of technique used by a man on
the stage is not always effective
By GEORGE WADDELL
uate. They would meet within
on the screen.
Is it "a student's opinion" or two days to consider any c a s e ,
Here we come to the crux of
"the students' opinion" which is meeting not less t h a n twice a
the matter. At the time this picfrequently voiced in Sandspur term.
ture was made, Hollywood was in
columns? On the answer to this
Charges would be brought only
a transitional stage from silent to
question rests the fate of all stu- by filling out a blank giving the
talking pictures. Emotion in the
dent affairs on this campus. I'm time and circumstances with any
silent film was put across by phyafraid it is too often the former, remarks. The accuser would not
sical movement. In the talking
but here goes. For the past two be called into court except in case
picture the voice plays the big part.
years opinion letters have appeared of denial, and then only by his own
Go to any recent picture of Mr. Arand reappeared criticizing' the dis- consent. It is the opinion of the
liss' and notice the difference in
honesty and cheating in our class committee that with public opinion
his work. He is more restained;
es. They have been a student's back of the court, denial would
and his fine voice carries the role;
opinion and "the students" (i. e., come only from such individuals
though, we must add, some of the
the select few who read such col- who were malicious cheaters. And
old gestures are still with us. The
umns) have agreed or disagreed we have a few of those at Rollins.
advent of the talking film, has
more or less. That ended the mat- The honor pledge at the end of
shown an increase of tempo ovei
ter.
quizzes or conferences seems to
the silent picture. Yet in this pic
It ia now reopened; this time by be an empty thing and was not
ture, in this new medium fron
the Rollins Key Society, Ihe one recommended.
force of habit you might say, thf
honor scholastic society for al! RolThe value of any formal system,
older methods of directing prelins. This group is interested in and of the Court, would be to curvailed. Directors were not sure of
establishing a Rollins Honor Tra- tail the petty cheating which is at
their medium and were handling
dition. I do not say re-establish- present so openly practiced both
it carefully and cautiously, so that
the memory of in classrooms and outside. Cheatto us it seems a bit clumsy and
here today it has never ing could no longer be bragged
slow paced. Before stopping,
existed, except in the print of the about or evenly openly engaged in,
would like to point out how ";
R Book. Though the R Book cred:ood society. The honor court
raeli" serves to show the advance
For one thing the handling of
its the enforcing of the "tradition"
u l d be primarily valuable
from its day of lighting and
what is really a good story, failed
to the Student Council and Public through its existance and sponsorcording, to the splendid technical
"The
paths
of
glory
lead
but
to
the
grave."
even
for
the
mighty
Leviathan,
above,
ander
the
to click with an audience that is
Opinion, little blame can be laid ship of Honor Consciouness.
excellence of productions today
piloting
hand
of
Capt.
John
Binlis.
inset,
as
It
sailed
for
a
Scottish
scrapyard,
where
It
will
be
Junked.
wise to the old hookum of clap: either for not enforcing sucr. i In my opinion the deplorable
The largest liner In the world when It was laanched In 1913. but
a graying ghost, the vessel
trap devices, that once upon a
will bring an estimated $1,500,000 as scrap.
1 unknown quantity.
situation today is that there is
time advanced the play's story but
In order that we may havp a no concerted studerts' op tiion
MEW YORK.—Once the ocean
projected ship, although 184 feet
times running the gauntlet of
now brings yells from the crowd.
borne of a hundred thousand
shorter than the 907-foot LeviaGerman submarines. For some starting point from which to build, against cheating. What is y o u r
Examples of what we mean was
trench-bound doughboys, the
than, will be the largest ship
months after the close of the destroy, and rebuild, the Key So- opinion ?
the little episode of the spy's husmighty Leviathan, encrusted
ever constructed in an American
war the big vesrel lay idle, but ciety has asked me to present this
band writing a note and leaving a
with rust as with tradition, has
shipyard. It will require 852
in 1921 it was renovated at a Honor System as conceived by a
note on Disraeli's desk for his wife
taken (ts final voyage.
days to complete.
cost of SB.OOO.OOU. One of the committee of that organization. It
to pick up. Did you observe how
companies set "p by the govern- is for your approval and disapIt was launched as the largest
cannily she retrieved it? And the
ment entered it in the transTT was in April. 1913, that a
ship in the world by a navyproval. We want the students'
Atlantic passenger service.
•* bottle of champagne crashed
way she listened through pai.ljy
conscious German nation on the
But the Leviathan was fast opinion.
across the bow of the Leviathan
opened door? Did you notice how Spoke on "Lucretius and Ver- eve of the World War. But 20
growing old. as modern ships
The committee would .establish
and she first was eased Into the
The Conservatory of Music anyears later the ship was as big
gil In A g e of A u g u s t u s "
coyly she sniffed the flowers on
ages are reckoned In 1934. rewaters. Her owners were Gera financial headache to its AmerStudent Honor Court to handle nounces that the phonograph and
another occasion when sne was hopvered more for Its historical
man, her crew was German, and
ican owners as It was once a
ses of dishonesty, stealing, ecords of the Carnegie Music Set
ing Dr. Disraeli would let slip i H E L D A T WOMAN'S CLUB source of pride. Now the aging
past than its usefulness, the boat cheating, doing another's work, or
she was christened the Vatervill be available to students and
state secret? That sort of thing
lost $500,000 for It*) owners It
land.
vessel, only a ghost of its former
ccepting another's work. Its dut- 0 members of the faculty and staff
was docked, and lay Idle for
doesn't go with your modern audi"Lucretius and Vergil in the Age self, will become a mass of iron
But with the outbreak of the
es would be to (a) foster t h e of the College on Monday and Wedthree and a half years.
World War the big ship. In
ence.
of Augustus" was Dr. Charles J. scrap in a ship's graveyard near
Last September the govern- ideals of the Honor System and nesday afternoons from 2:30 to
American waters, was interned
the Firth of Forth, Scotland. It
As for Mr. Arliss, he popped in Armstrong's subject for his lecture was taken from Its Hoboken, N.
ment gave permission to scrap It
at Hoboken by order of the
keep it before the students, (b) 5:00, and on Saturday mornings
and out of doors like Grouco Marx. in the series of "Our Literary Her- y., pier by a skeleton crew.
All furnishings were stripped train the Freshman Class e a c h from 10:00 to 12:00 and Saturday
United States government. When
from
the ship before it set sail, year in the ideals of the Honor afternoons from 3:00 to 5:00. ArAmerica
entered
the
conflict,
the
He had a gesture like a corkscrew itage", which he gave Tuesday,
The passing of the Leviathan
February
first
at
t
h
e
Woman's
and
the
crew
was
forced
to
provessel was confiscated. Its Gerleaves a vacancy In the United
with his left arm that was used
vide makeshift accommodations System, (c) deal with all cases of rangements should be made in adman crew, more loyal to their
States Merchant Marine which
too often. The gripping of the Club of Winter Park.
lor the crossing. Army cots were dishonesty. Its powers would be: vance for time and records desired,
real vaterland than to their beSpeaking of the two poets. Dr. soon wiU be filled. One of the
table's edge and staring pop-eyed
placed in the royal suite which (a) to recommend social probation as users may play any records they
loved
ship,
sabotaged
the
engines
conditions
under
which
the
govis an old stunt to be used in mo- Armstrong said, "They stand like ernment permitted the scrapping
had once held Oueen Marie of or suspension, (b) to call anyone, desire, but must share the studio
lore it was rechristened.
ments of great distress. But in splendid lonely giants, head a n d of the once-proud queen of the
Rumania. And the gilt-lettered student or faculty, before it, (c) to with others if they wish to listen
Repairs were made and the
shoulders
above
the
mass
of
their
oak nameplate, "Leviathan." was remove any of its own members. to the same records. Hours may
front of a camera one is apt to
ship became the convoy of
seas was that Its owners would
lelt behind in a Hoboken bar.
American doughboys, m a n y
think the distress is internal. We contemporaries, unapproachable in replace it with a new vesseL The
Such a court would be composed be reserved by calling the Conservdo not wish to run down Mr. Ar- the majesty of their g'enius—yet
of seven Upper Division members atory office (254). A student atliss' acting. The point is that the never losing touch with humanity."
(three of whom must be boys, and tendant will be in charge of the
ing
the
Holt
Avenue
sidewalk
to
Continuing, Dr. Armstrong quoted
Lake Virginia, then following the three girls) elected by the Student machine when records are being
Lucretius saying, " 'like runne
electric lights south along the path, Council to serve until they grad- played.
they pass on the torch of life'
poetry is the essence of life
and they have passed it o
I man beings, and poke fun at them.
Although Peter Joray himself
s
of t h e F i n e s t F r e n c h
S
flame of inextinguishable
"Another character I like is Naan actor, he says that he has ofty
Flannel
U brilliance."
en discouraged young hopefuls poleon III. Napoleon taied to do
Armstrong dwelt longest
what was best for his country,
from starting on a stage career.
Lucretius because he felt not
"There are too m a n y sorrowi but he was just an ordinary permany people know adequately of
son who had a job just a little too
Lucretius but are more familial and disappointments for the young big for himself. When he was bepeople
to suffer".
with Vergil. Lucretius, he stated,
On the other hand he has done ing made king of France, he was
lived just before the reign of Auquite anxious to have the crown
gustus, in Rome's transition period his share to help those interested put on his head. He picked it up
from the war and bitterness of the in the stage to get a proper b;
ground. "Once while on a tour, and made a long speech on how
I previous years which left th
he was going to do the best pospie disillusioned a n d dissatisfied I stopped in Charleston for
sible things he could do for
with their gods. Lucretius called week's performance. However,
country. After t h e speech
men to tranquility and away from visit lasted two years; I became placed the crown on his head, but
very
interested
in
the
school
of
their vain pleasures. He too, denied
as no preparations had been n
dramatics,
so
I
cancelled
my
conthe gods and followed the teach^
for such an action, the c r o
ings of Epicurus, advocating pleas tracts in order to stay and teach. promptly came down over his <
ure—the kind of pleasure derived As time wore on, I became fatter as far as his nose. I think that
and lazier as people do in the
from tranquility of the mind.
is a good example of what 1
his "De Rerum Natura" he told of south, until it was finally neces- reign was actually like."
the necessity for men to under- sary to go north to get in trim
Peter Joray has his favorite
stand the universe and realize again".
Paul Horgan and Beatrice Lillie treat like all famous and natural
there is no immortality and thus to
e the two people who started Mr. people. High up in the Berkshires
not fear death. He anticipated
.ray on his career. It was Paul near Old Chatam he has his small
modern science w i t h h i s ideas
about the indestructability of mat- Horgan who first recognized Mr. house, named Upsan Downs. The
ter, about matter being composed Joray's ability to imitate, encour- farmers near-by say, "He must'
of minute particles, he anticipated aging him to continue along those named it that because he's had
" A T A U C T I O N S in my warehouse
many of 'em."
Galileo with his theory of the fall- lines.
11. in Farmville, North Carolina,"
Far from the maddening crowd,
ing bodies, he anticipated Darwin
)ne night I went to a party
says Mr. Branch Bobbitt, "Lucky
with his theory of the survival of mainly because I knew that Bea- up there at his house in the Berk
shires,
Mr.
Joray
tends
to
his
garthe fittest and agreed with mod- trice Lillie was going to be there,
Strike buyers know what tobacco
ern antropology. True, he did not but I wasn't prepared for what she dening, taking life easy in ordei
they want and they'll keep bidding
experiment and prove these the- d. When she found that I could to prepare himself for the coming
right up until they get it.
season
when
he
must
sally
forth
ories, but he reasoned them out
ake impersonations of Queen Vicwell.
toria, she announced that I was into the theatical world to give
"Well —in a cigarette —it's the
going to give a performance. The his impersonations of famous chartobacco that counts. I know tobacco
Dr. Armstrong maintained in his price for admission she made was acters, a novel and interesting proand
I k n o w what t o b a c c o is in
speech that Lucretius might be diculous, but the people being fession.
what cignrettes. So that's one reason
Vergil's equal. His ludicity in stat- rich didn't want to back down, los"I most heartily suggest that
ing his principles, his religious like ing face to the rest of the people, every student take a course in the
I've smoked Luckies for over five
fervor, his compassion for sufferyears now."
'as after that shock perform- principles of dramatics. It teaches
ing can scarcely be surpassed. He
that I was encouraged to inperson how to handle himself in
Many other experts agree with
had the "zeal of a Hebrew pro- crease my repotoire."
crowds, well, for a matter of fact,
phet," he was a "photographer in
Mr. Bobbitt. Sworn records show
When asked his favorite charac- at all times. It combines the printhe strictest sense, for he showed
that,
among independent tobacco
r in history, Mr. Joray said he ciples of speech and control of
visual images and did so with the
experts, Luckies have twice as many
3 self, both of which a person
found Louis XIV the most interexactness of a scientist."
would
profit
by,
whether
he
plans
exclusive
smokers as have all the
sting. It is the difference beFrom there. Dr. Armstrong
tween the character as he built to be an engineer, scientist, or
other cigarettes combined.
shifted to Virgil, coming at the
himself up to be in the light of business man."
end of the Golden Age when imthe public eye, and he himself as
perial pride was at its height. In
human being. "What I strive
century, Rome h a d developed
to do, is to present these famous
from a small city into mistress of
characters in history as actual humost of the then civilized world.
Said Dr. Armstrong, "It was an
change and stimulation magic quality" of Vergil as disThe astronomiy department of
which quickened minds and nur- ussed in a book by Professor Rand Rollins College will hold its third
tured genius. This century of of Harvard. He based his criti- Open House on Sunday evening,
(sizes 12-20)
n growth and change and heart- cism on that term because magic February 6, from 7:30 to 9:30 at
U Those meticulously man-tailored y searching found its destiny and its
the transmuting of one sub- the Rollins telescope.
n suits shown in lovely pastels, n goal in the supreme majestic utterstance into another—exactly what
Dr. Phyllis Hutchings, instructor
IJare just the thing to build yourU
of Vergil, the poetry of peace Vergil accomplished. He borrowed
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astronomy, cordially invites any
S Spring Wardrobe around.
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attained. The boast of Augustus from Homer, from Ennius and even
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e interested to view the moon,
that he found it a city of bricks from Lucretius, but he transmuted
Wh.n you do, t«ni«mber that lucki.. use Ih*
Saturn's rings, and double stars,
left it a city of marble has bis borrowings into something
lin.ll tobacco. And alio thai th. "Toaitlng"
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ft
at Orlando
n much more than a literal implica- 'distinct, different and new." His with her constellations not visible
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are best bets from a publicity angle. Tennis
is out because at present Rollins does not
Students have the court facilities, and the baseball
team gains little unless it undertakes a
northern trip.

T H E FOLLOWING

It was in truth a record crowd
that gathered at the recent Winter
Park Symphony concert. The program was an all-Beethoven and is
probably the first of its kind ever
presented in Florida. The opening
number was the Leonore Overture.
This caused us a little anxiety as
we had heard a story of its performance attempted by Damrosch.
It seems that the number was going very well up to t h e point
where the conductoj* gave the cue
for the trumpter off stage to give
famous trumpet call—nothing
happened. Damrosch -was a bit disconcerted but went on with the
music. The second cue—still no
trumpet. With great self-control
the director finished the overture,
but he could scarcely wait for his
applause before he stomped off the
tage in search of his erring musician. He found the culprit in
the clutches of the watchman who
stated triumphantly, "I caught him
trying to break up the concert by
playing this horn offstage, but I
stopped him". Mr. Bloch must have
taken precautions to guard against
such an event, like hand-cuffing
the kind-looking janitor at the auditorium, for Lancaster came
through with flying colors.

It would be absolutely foolhardy for Rollins to abandon football at this time. For
the first time in years Rollins has the makings for a real machine. Rollins has just
begun a bid for inter-sectional recognition
which we hope will continue.

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, welltrund^d yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
ts gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cirThe solution to the football problem is to
culation : all these will be found ufon investigati
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the arrange more out of town games in large
cities where Rollins can secure a big guarSANDSPUR.
antee without incurring the expense of pay
ing for teams coming down here . A team
like Manhattan can give a large guarantee
1937
Member '
1938
because it knows that it can make it up at
Rssockrfed Gblle6iate Press
the gate. Let's give the football situation
Distributor of
a fair t r i a l In closing we ask, "Who has
heard of Southern since it dropped intercollegiate football?"
Member: Winter Pari- Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiata Press Association.

GolIe6iateDi6esf

Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen

Conference?

T K L I P H O N E 187

To say that any one of the various sessions of the Economic Conference was more
National Adevrtislny Representative:
interesting than another would be but a conNATIONAL. ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
clusion drawn from personal opinion. There
400 North Michig-an Avenue, Chicago
is no doubt, however, as to the most active
of
the many discussions for we all believe
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States ?1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for the heated discussion over the regimentation
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
of Floridian citrus workers to have met this

Bus Erie has one again on the
absent-minded professor. It seems
that when the class in Economics
Activity and debate lead one to wonder as
filed in one day he was at his desk
to the true solution to the matter as all
opening his fiddle c a s e . "Ah!
speakers may give sound arguments for the
Music!" breathed the students. B»t
EDITORIAL STAFF
opinions of the groups which they repreBus closed the case sadly and reEditor
ROBERT Mac ARTHUR sent. The particular activity which the
membered that his last violin lesAssociate Editor
KING Mac RURY aforementioned session aroused made obvi
son hadn't sounded so well — It
must have been that Economics
News Editor
A U T R E D B McCREARYL^g ^^e absolute u n s c i e n t i f i c
basis
book.
^ r . ^ ! Editor
- / . f i " " ••-^^.^}f?^\tf^JlW^
- m e representative thought. At first it
Sports
WILLIAM BINGHAM
The choir on tour again! This
be poorly
Copy Editor
EDNA GARABALDI seemed
, ,
,the
, ,representation
.,
, would
. ,,
time not so far from home—in
Feature Editor ...NAN POELLER balanced b u t e x c i t e m e n t a t t h e e r r o n e o u s
fact near enough for most people
statements
of
some
of
the
speakers
caused
Society Editor
HELEN BEOWN
to be happy to take their cars.
wild excitement and thus the participation
We found the Church without the
of certain members of the audience who repIn the meeting of the Student usual difficulty — we did a little
By
PENGUIN
PEGGY
Whyte, Albert Br;
resented the other side of the question,
Council Monday night, a majority warming up for t h e benefit of
Howland, Richard We
of representatives already had jui already present. We dressed
All of this leads to a question as to the
Speaking of things, as we SJ
character analysis. We have foot- nior alternates; those fraternities
cubby hole into which floated
purpose of these conferences. Are they but the hardboiled floor of the Ga
are, Jean Fairbanks, Herbe
noted before, but we will do it and sororities that had not as yet the tones of the "melodious" HamNorine Farr, Jaclt Bucltwalter, ]
to serve as mere information alone, infor- Phi house last deadline dayBetty Carey, Opal Peters.
again. There are always new in- elected alternates stated that im- mond organ. Really, no Jook ormation
which
could
be
derived
from
a
small
entertained president hardboiled spirations.
mediate action would be taken.
ASSISTANTS
gan anywhere can hold a candle
Whyte, amount of reading? IVIany of the speakers Dean with our wiley sinsome wit
Sarah Smith. Al Br:
the raucous tones of this inThe first and foremost among
All senior alternates are being
would have led you to believe this in their who sat in be, (this, my dear gra- the specimens in G. Walrus Clarke, replaced by juniors or any member strument of torture.
BUSINESS STAFF
presentation of their subjects. The w o r d matical grumphs, is a delicious ex- who is true to form from the toe of the Upper Division. In this
The line of march proceeded with
iusiness Manager
GEORGE FULLER "conference" implies a certain argumenta- ample of a dangling participle), tips to the roof top. Being a mem- manner, those who will be on the
se upi the aisle until it came
Advertising Commissioner .. PAUL TWACHTMAN tion, a certain diversification of opinion so reminded us that tea time and ber of the Penguins of the north- Student Council next year will have face to face with a microphone—
Circulation Manager
THOMAS COSTELLO +hat mental conclusions may be drawn as to deadline time had come and gone ern-most clans, we revel in h i s a chance to argue the rules under then the question was "which
and
our
contribution
to
the
Orange
strut. We also enjoy the company which the Council will work. It side ?"—It was fun also to trip
A.sst. Circulation Mgr
ANN ROPER what we, as individuals, are to believe. In
Press—the letters of the printing
the wiring. Since the cosmothe light of this a true conference would be machine into any form just so they of Maketimer Litchensteam, who also gives them an idea of how
not only beneficial but interesting, but in this won't come out making sense—had is a close relative of the Icebergs the Student Council is run, there- polite idea seemed so outstanding,
of that same country. Quite a lit- fore when the alternates of
of the congregation c a m e
light, the recent conference was an almost not transferred itself as yet to
tle group of the colder variety year become the regular represnta- dashing up to make friends with
complete failure. Readings and papers could Berkshire Bond. So with a sense seems to have seeped down to this
tivs of the following year, they those "sweet children" from Kalabe derived by an imposition of the lecture of duty and a picture of "white hemisphere.
will be familiar with the duties re- mazoo. "It's such a small world
system which Rollins declares obsolete and heat" MacArthur, we, to be brief,
Next we have the "Oxford sling'' quired of them. By this action it after all."
unsatisfactory and which Rollins has tried did.
Dped that there will be a lesser
We had supper on the beach and
type, including Cuthbert Cuthrell
to do away with.
Just a word here about l a s t and B^tsy Skinner, and there is ai temporary decrease of efficiency Beanery had furnished enough for
A recent issue of the Sandspur carried an
wtk's hash—'twas not the Pen- "I say theah, old choppie", or at when a new Student Council tak
all—and three baskets over. We
editorial asking for the abolishment of footdish, but the doings of "hrrumph! you don't say!", in ev control.
were home too early to be late,
ball as an intercollegiate sport, because footAnonymous Litchenstein and In- ery movement of their walking ap.
A report on the possibilities of unfortunately.
cognite Russell. We enjoyed a paratus. Then there is the Carl having a well known orchestra
ball at RoUins did not .justify its existence.
:ek-end of rest and quiet.
To quote, it said, "A football team as we see
"Cabbage-Field-Strut" Thomp,
not ready. Mink Whitelaw will be (1) To protect the student's rights.
it should be making money to support the
However, this week-end has fully who, ironically enough, has
unable to make any statements un- (2) To bring about a mutual agreemade up for it all, and the last veloped through the constant :
less remunerative sports: not, as at Rollins,
til a complete survey is made of tht ment which must exist between
The Tokyo government has apologized for touch was the return of Mr. B. R. bling on Beanery cabbage.
campus, determining the amount students and administrations. (3)
absorbing money to pay for the debt it incurs
the
warlike
attack
on
an
American
official
Roigler in our midst. He had fun Next is Vergess "Flirtation of financial backing the students The right of the Student Council
every year."
—the slapping of American Consul John M. throwing things around, but the
will
give. The handling of the to control organizations, honorary,
Walk" Van Winkle, and "Gee but
Now if this were true, 'that the football Allison's face by one of the Japanese sol- volunteer "Kamfire Aides"? (K. I wish I wuz dead" Scanlon" and entire matter will be settled after social, etc.
team was a constant financial failure year diers. The Japanese officials promise a thor- A.'s the brave lads), gave us the 'Shift-me-weighty" Casparis. Also the financial standing and backing
These questions were not voted
after year we would heartily agree that the ough investigation and punishment of the thrill of the week by showing up "Donald Duck" Hoover, "Swing and is found.
upon.
only sensible thing would be to drop the offender. Maybe Japan will learn to confine "en squad"—a little late, but with Sway" Schoenthaler, and "Hobby
Continuing its discussion of a
In order to reduce the time takall the latest and modern equipsport, BUT THIS IS NOT THE CASE. Rol- their activity to wrist-slapping hereafter
Bashford. More species new "Bill of Rights", the Student en by discussions on measures to
ment. R. Belden had his s p o t after more observances.
Council unanimously passed two be adopted or rejected by the Stulins lost around $2000 last year because se- we hope.
light, N. Lockinhart brought his
verely cold weather dropped the attendance
By the way. We would like tc measures pertaining to the rights dent Council, a committee was apGerman Luger, R. Little brought
of students.
pointed to make assignments for
at three games, but the 1936-37 season saw
T. Reed, but couldn't keep him mention something we saw the oth5. The right of student trial groups to discuss the measures in
ay that is very much out of
a profit of $720. The 1935-36 season's profit
when the word spread around that
question.
for
disciplinary
action.
usual,
and
quite
worthy
of
The
much-talked-of
pirate
warfare
of
but
was $375 despite the fact that Rollins had
the viper was over six feet. D.
6. The students shall have
The drawing of a new "Bill of
a losing year, winning but two of seven a few months past has started again. When Ogilvie brought J. Scanlon, but lost note, we think. We saw, of all
the pirate submarine emerged f r o m the him in the shuffle. Sound effects things, Twage twchm. driving his rights to assemble or hold meet- Rights" will continue for six more
games.
ings.
meetings, during which time all
depths to discharge the torpedo which sunk by J. Russell, and Mr. Belden was ar—not MacA., not Whyte, :
Various questions were discussed students are encouraged to make
The total accumulated debt from year to the British steamer Endymion it was seen overheard to say in that tired- Imost anyone on the campu;
year is now $3550 from ALL sports and this but momentarily so that its true identity housekeeper tone he emits, "And but Twage himself. We nearly as to the reasons for having a Stu- suggestions as to the forming of
fainted.
dent Council. It was suggested a new and more efficient Student
includes the $2000 lost this past season, so was not established. The little game of "hide to think I didn't briny my
Well, the economic conferences that there should be a Student Council.
evidently the football team has done its bit and torpedo" took the lives of eleven Brit
or lectures or whatever are all over Council for the following reasons:
to keep the other sports going.
ishers—with WHAT results ?
Another bombastic personality with, but they were a pleasure
has revealed itself to us this week, while they lasted. The words of .'oory our sleep.) So we would
Many students feel that the football team
a personality that has long been the hour became, "Teacher, may I ase them and us, and how about
should have little trouble keeping under the
hiding in deep shadows and pal please go to the Eocnomic Confer- something to eat, Mr. H ? What
gate receipts, but few people realize the expenses that run up the bill. For instance,
Despite the recent failure of his army Gen shades—and we think it is time ence?", and sometimes it worked
mean is enough of a chance
The Rev. John Milton Moore, D.
that it be exposed and enjoyed by and sometimes it didn't.
approximately $1700 w a s s p e n t
f o r erallissimo Francisco Franco issued an offithat we can really eat. Where D., will be the guest speaker a t the
all and not just a select few. So
And the choir took of again this are the sizzling steaks so necescial
proclamation that he is the new Spanish
equipment alone last year. Four hundred
morning meditations on Sunday,
we give you "BUSTER" Johnson, past week-end, to Daytona Beach.
sary to youth? We want more February 6, at 9:45 in the Knowles
and fifty dollars was spent on pre-season Dictator, styling himself after Premier Mus- mistakenly known as Buck up to
The high spot of the trip was of them. And we came from places
training preparing for an e a r l y opening solini and Der Fuehrer Hitler. We bow in this point. Let's all join
Memorial Chapel.
Vesuvius Quantrell, who got caught
s meant two to four
game. Other items such as laundry, spring deep respect of the "newest Dictator's" op- earnest endeavor to see that this
Rev. Moore was formerly pastor
in "Him" instead of "Her", and
please, and everything of the Marcy Avenue Church,
training, scouting, sweater awards, and med- timism.
continues not. BUSTER cut his proceeded to pound the door and
tasted
like
more.
We
think
80
per
Brooklyn, and of the First Baptist
hair and changed his hat and shoe: scream in no uncertain soprano
ical expense run the total up.
before he left for college, but the when the "gentleman" detained cent of the Beanery food is good, Church of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
hen a meal slips, it goes all He is the author of several books;
Should we abandon football which so far
unmistakable marks of Buster her for fun. Little Philbert is no
Recent federal argumentation of govern- Brown are still with him, and the sissy when in a tense spot, we can the way down, and we could do the most recent, "On the Trail of
has paid its way because it suffered one
th more veg, and fruitses. After Truth", is one of the most vital
rocky season? No. The author of the edi- mental rights of halting labor investigation deah laddie would so appreriate tell youse! Whatta world! For
all, this is supposed to be the land and useful studies of reigious extorial also forgets the publicity value. Say under the Wagner-Connery Act led to Su- the change of name.
at the same time, luck was against
of sunshine and juices. Give, and perience. His subject will be "For
what you will about devoting expenses to the preme Court settlement. Labor is elated
O people, listen and amaze! Dost Robert Belden, and he never found watch our pink cheeks pop out. Such a Time as This."
teams which best suit the climate, but the over the decision as it is one of the very few know what senior Kirby spends the neither one.
lis alone will compensate you.
fact remains that FOOTBALL is the best ad- which have been won against the govern- days doing of late ? He gets off in
A kiveschion, now of Theta. Vy
And now we will tell you what
ment in some time.
and mumbles. Upon a close —for giving a dence and not going
vertising agency a college has.
to be in store for you next week,
NOTICE
examination it can be found that to it, eh? Veil, if you vant to
We send the fencing team up every year,
he sings the Yale "Whiffenpoof" missing fun, it's your party—you oh yee who can read. 'Twill unfold
The all-c o l l e g e Scavenger
heres and whatfors of the
song, in long stretchies (or poofs), can burying it.
but the amount of publicity it gains is quesHunt, sponsored by the Freshfamous "FOO" club of Rollins, at
et we have not determined
tionable, because fencing DOES NOT attract
man class, will start in Rec
With the election of Stanley F. Reed to
on. Can it be that Gerard And now for the gripe of the whichs head William "Foo" is. Un- Hall, Wednesday evening, at
the public's attention. The crew makes a
replace the recently retired associate Justice is thinking of advancing his edu- week, always ncessary to couter- til then he inspired by their fa7:30. The admission is fifteen
northern trip every spring, but because it is
flict
the
rest
of
the
soft
remarks.
mous motto—"All that glitters is
Sutherland the control of the Supreme Court ational career by going to colcents. Since everything needed
a small college crew and cannot compete in
This time it is a subject that is not "FOO!"
passed into the hands of the "Liberals". It ege?
may be obtained on the Campus,
very close to our heart—our stombig-time races, its publicity is solely in New
(Dear proof-readers. We like
will be interesting to watch for changes in
c
a r s , will n o t be necessary.
As
season
goes
on,
we
find
an
Beanery,
of
course.
(Shades
York.
the general attitude,of the Supreme Court always urge coming upon us to of former attempts at the same— our spelling.)
Prizes will be awarded the wincontentedly yours.
Of the lesser sports, tennis and baseball I decisions.
write of feet, the surest way to
•, Lee, Pawker, etc., do
Penguin.
Entered as i
tt the post oCl
let of March
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Moore To Be Speaker
At Chapel S e r v i c e
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CRATCHES
By BILL BINGHAM

We don't know how many of you managed to get over to Orlando
for the Florida State Open championship, but to those who didn't
make it, we will say that you missed some very good exhibitions of
better-grade tennis, closely hovering to the top flight. Despite the
fact that raw, cold, windy days marred their entire week of play,
the players were in good humor; such good humor that they overlooked some desperately futile officiating. The tournament was badly
handled in that there were not enough linesmen and those they did
have were half asleep, apparently the least interested persons on the
grounds.
It was our first chance to get a look at young ninteen year old
Frank Kovacs and we were favorably impressed. He is a tall gangling
type; very self possessed for so young a player, and has good court
temperament. His backhand is his outstanding stroke. Time after
time in his match with Wilmer Hines, a former ranking star, he
blasted placements down the lines which Hines was unable to cope
with- On match point Hines advanced to the net under a forcing
drive deep in the corner, but Kovacs raced over and hammered an
unreturnable backhand drive to close out the match.
Kovacs began play in a lackadaisical way, being content to keep
Hines continually on the run. Hines was playing with determination,
working hard for every point, and using his chop strokes to the limit.
He took the first set, 6-2, but after that Kovacs speeded up the play
on the tiring Hines, advanced to the net himself, and took the next
three sets, 6-4, 6-4, 6-3.
The toughest break of the match went against Hines in the third
set with the players tied at four-all and Hines advantage on his service. Hines attempted a passing shot with Kovacs at net. The ball
hit the net and Kovacs, in order to avoid being hit in the face, pulled
his racket up fast, and it angled across the net for a fluke point.
This took the life out of Hines and the match was as good as over.
Kovacs' forehand, which is definitely weaker than his backhand,
faltered in the first set, but after this lapse, it stood up well under
Hines' heaviest bombardments. His serve is a high bounding American twist, but when he wants to turn on the pressure, he cuts loose
with a plain cannon ball. Unless we are sadly mistaken, he should
gain a national ranking in his first year in the big time.
The most sensational parachuiting that we have seen is the batwing stunt of Irvin Davis executed at the Cannon-Mills airport Sunday. With web-like apparal under his armpits and on his legs, he
looks exactly like a weird phenomenon of a future age—a flying mammal. He jumps from ten thousand feet and comes hurtling down out
of the sky like a bomb. He doesn't pull the rip cord until he is within
a few hundred feet of the ground.
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Basketball With Center Jump Eliminated THETA KAPPA NU
Quickens Tempo of Game to Furious Pace TAKES BASKETBALL
BY IRVING UIX
FIRSI HALF TITLE
tTAX) the rule makers known
they were going to precipitate the biggest argument the
game has known in years, they
might not have taken the center
lump out of basketball.
But the center Jump Is gone,
the argument is on, and It probably will be some time yet before we'll know just how much
damage the new game is doing
to our ^ihietes.
For that, ft seems, ts the basis
of all thu pro and con talk that
Is being tossed around.
Basketball always was one ol
the roughest, vastest games on
the books, but with the center
jump eliminated the pace has
been stepped up still more, until
the hardwood has become something of a race course.
Under the new ruling the ball
Is taken out by the team scored
upon, underneath the basket it is
defending. This allows no lull
in play whatsoever. Just as soon
as the ball is tossed back in there
is a mad, goalward dash back
up the floor by both offensive
and defensive players, and the
process is repeated over and
over again.

IVTANY physicians who have
seen the new game have
come away shaking their heads,
and predict that the furious pace
will have a dangerous effect on
the athletes sooner or later.
The players themselves admit
the strain is a little greater at
first, but they claim, on the
other hand, that with proper
conditioning a n d adjustment
they will surfer no ill effects.
IVIany coaches who frankly believe the game is too strenuous
claim that the best way to alleviate this strain on the players
is to develop more capable reserves and use substitutes frequently.
High schools in many areas
tried the game without the center jump and then decided to go
back to the old style of play in
the better interests of the athletes, indicating that 17-vear-old

Crush Sigma Nu Under Shower of Baskets,
67-26,
in Fiual Game; Phi Delts Place Second by Virtue
of Triumph Over Kappa Alpha, 23-11

hearts, lun:;--, i rA let- Ju3t can't
and won't ^tand the gaU.
pUTTING the center jump
^ from the 1938 game has added three to five minutes of actual playing time to each contest
and has swelled scores tremendously. This alone is proof that
action is harder and more sustained.
Basketball always has been a
rough game. Football coaches
have encouraged their charges
to play it, because it makes
backfield men and ends better
ball handlers, equips them better
for the wide open game which
has become the popular trend.

Track coaclu =, on ti'C other
h:.nd, often foi bid ll-L.r stars
from playing the cage sport, contending the constant, jarring
contact with the floor would react in such a way on a man's
leg muscles as to cut down his
speed.
Basketball must of necessity
be a fast game. And wherever
you find speed mixed in with
bodily contact you find action.
All of which provides the sporting public with high-powered
entertainment.
Coaches, officials and players
have complained the game is too
fast, but not the fans. The faster
the better for them.

Intra-Squad Game Ends FOOTBALL
\^inter Session of Teams

Glenn Cunningham, the old Kansas war horse, goes on and on. Galloping Glenn is all set for his eighth year of rounding the boards on
the indoor tracks. He is now the only member of the once "Big
Three" of American milers, Cunningham, Bonthron, and Venzke. Glenn
Climaxing the three and one-half weeks of daily drills, Coaches
first achieved recognition when he finished fourth in the 1932 Olym- McDowall and Waite sent the Tar gridders through a regulation intrapics, won by Luigi Beccalli of Italy.
squad game yesterday afternoon to terminate the group practice oi
the Winter session.
Four years later, little Jack Lovelock sped by him in the home
Coach McDowall announced that
stretch to cop the 1936 Olympics in the world record time of 3:47.8 for individualized instruction on Tues1,500 meters. Cunningham placed second.
days and Thursdays would c o ntinue until March. These individual
The remarkable thing about the Kansan is his wearing quality. "conferences" are not to be attendEight years of consistent year-round running at the mile distance is ed by the entire squad. On each
enough to wear down the most powerful. And still he goes on. of the prescribed days, some group,
Recently at the Sugar Bowl meet in New Orleans he turned in the such as the guards, the tackles,
very respectable time of 4:13.2 for the mile. In doing so, he beat his the kickers, etc., will report for inprime rivals for mile honors, Archie San Romani and Don Lash. tensified drills in their particular
The fall golf tournament has fiphases of play.
Apparently Glenn is hoping for his third Olympic games.
nally been completed and Betty
Prizes Offered
Myers is champion for the fourth
A total of five prize winners, successive year. She defeated BetSidelights: Big Ed Levy had a field day at the expense of the
Sigma Nu's Friday night as he racked up twenty-two points . . . . each prize worth ten dollars, is to ty Machemer 2 and 1.
These
there was no man on the Sigma Nu team who was tall enough to be announced shortly.
The Winter term intramurals
stop him . . . Murray and Kirby also turned in fancy floor games . . . awards are to be made on the basis
the basketball records were misplaced so there will be no leading of individual improvement in cer- will begin as soon as every group
scorers column for the first half . . . beginning with the second half tain departments of play, based hands their entries in to the Phywe'll give them to you every week . . . football training is going into on the player over the entire peri- sical Ed. office. The Pi Phis have
its final week, so if you get the time drop out to Harper-Shepard od. The best blocker, tackier, most entered Sue Pick, Jarry Smith, and
field and give the boys a hand . . . with Dennis, Snooks Mclnnis, aggressive, best morale, and the Jean Cannon in the golf tournaOllie Daugherty, Buck Johnson, and Len Phillips out of uniform, it player showing- the most improve- ment; Mary Dudley, Polly Chamwill be hard to recognize the team . . . Best crack at the tennis ment in his speciality will receive bers, and Eleanor Ham in the tennis tournament. They also have
tournament was made by Martin Buxby . . . Marcum, ranked fifth the prizes.
Although the work of the squad two people to compete in the fencin the state, whizzed one by Buxby, so Buxby said, "Nice shot,
ing tournament. Jarry Smith and
Vines I mean, Marcum. Marcum didn't crack a smile . . . Elwood as a whole has been somewhat Lois Johnson will represent Pi Phi.
Cooke is so unspectacular that one fails to realize the fineness of ragged during this session, and in- The Kappas have entered Betty
novations
introduced
this
Winter
his stroking and his generalship in court play. . . Our prediction is
have made the work more compli- Machemer, Babe Smith and Ruth
that he'll rank in the first eighteen.
cated, the spirit of the Tar group Blunden in the golf and Sue Macoffsets its other shortcomings. The Pherson, Emily Showalter and
scrap evidenced by the players at Babe Smith will play in the tennis.
these practices has impressed ob- Emily Showalter and Grace Hiteservers with the opinion that next shaw will enter the fencing tournaFall's eleven will be more than ment.
willing to go out and mix it up
Marilyn Tubbs, Wilma Heath
for sixty minutes of play.
and Lynn Barrett will play in the
Promising Material
golf ifor the Gamma Phis and TubThe addition of promising mate- by, Peggy Whiteley and Peggy
rial, such as Lingerfelt, Hardman, Lincoln will compete in the tenJones, Bethea, Giontonio, Lawton, nis.
M'Lou Hofft, Lynn Barrett
Andy's Garage
Neidt, and Phillips, affords the and Elsie Moore will be in the
Tar mentors more versatile players fencing tournament. The Phi Mus
Church Street
to round out their attack. For a have entered Dorothy Ciccarelli,
nucleus, there will be twenty seni- Dorothy Bromley and Barbara
Day Phone 76
ors dotting the roster next Fall Bryant in. the golf and Barbara
Nite Phone 319WX
and they will have had two years Bryant, Daphne Banks and Ann
of valuable experience to their Earle in the tennis.
"It's Boleros"
credit.
The Theta golf team will conExcept for the two-a-week spe"It's boleros," said Schaiparelli
cialized
drills, the Tars now have sist of Betty Myers, Anne Whyte
when asked what was the newonly three weeks of practices to and Marcia Stoddard. The tennis
est Paris rage on her arrival in
whip into shape for their season- team will be Mary Acher, Lora
New York. Boleros, of Spanish
opener against the Stetson Hatters Ladd and Pollyanna Young. Carl
background, today are in FashGood will enter the fencing tournanext Fall.
ion's foreground. See our smart
There is a best
ment for Theta.
assortment of boleros in suede
in every field
—red, white, blue, thistle, gold
Distinctive Flowers
and turquoise.
Modern Corsages

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

GIVEN TO PLAYERS

F i f t y D o l l a r s In P r i z e s T o B e
Donated to Gridders
W I L L CHOOSE

Sportswear—Second Floor

65 ears for
your selection

•

Orange-Buick Co.
Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

330 N. Orange Ave.
Phone 6114

Reasonable Prices

^ THE GARDEN
F FLOWER SHOP

TEAM

Fifty dollars in trade awards
will be presented to the Rollins Tar
football players this afternoon for
outstanding ability in a particular
form of play during the practice
sessions just concluded.
These are: $10 in trade to the
best blocker by Rutland's, Orlando;
$10 in trade to the best tackier by
Dickson-Ives, Orlando; $10 in trade
to the man exhibiting the best morale through the spring practice,
by R. C. Baker, Winter Park; $10
in trade to the man improving most
in a specialty during spring practice. For example, passing, kicking, blocking, tackling, running
with the ball, et cetera. This prize
donated by Sears a n d Roebuck,
Orlando. $10 in trade to the most
aggressive player during spring
practice, by Bumby Hardware Co.,
Winter Park.
The coaches have promised to
take the members selected for A
team out on a fishing tripi.

BUICK
•

1ST

Corona Portable
Typewriters
See the three latest models of
Corona, the Standard, Sterling
and Silent, They include every
modern improvement, are light
in weight, and long wearing.
The Corona was the original
portable machine, and still holds
the best basic patents on small
typewriter construction. Easy
terms of sale and you can pay
as you use. $5 cash and $4 per
month buys a 1938 model.

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent

By WENDY DAVIS
Duplication of last year's first half basketball standings was again
recorded over the 1938 first half session as Theta Kappa Nu retained
their undefeated championship form and Phi Delta Theta, closing t..e
first session last night with a 25-11 win oyer Kappa Alpha, flnisiii..-'.
second losing once in five starts.
Once again a tight defense stand t , ^ „ , ^^^ .^^^ three (oul attempts
by the Phi Delts kept the rea anJl ^. ^__ , . ^^ . ^^ /• , ^ ., ^.
apiece before Levy broke the
white cohorts of Kappa Alph
to put the winners in the lead. The
bay last night, and led by Capt. j
Phi Delts w e r e never seriously
Gerard Kirby, who scored ten'
threatened after that and by the
points, the Phi Delts broke loose in
end of the first half had secured
the second half to maintain their
10-3 lead.
carefully built lead.
The K. A.'s, slow and cautious in
Phi Delta Theta started the week
eir offense, failed to break loose
Phi Delts Beat Sigma Na
their forwards as the Phi Delt delast Friday night with a high scorfense held. Their passing a n d
ing win over Sigma Nu, 44-10. The
floor work was superior to the
K. A.'s followed by winning over
the first half, yet failed
the Independents 35-16. Monday
to bring results.
night found Theta Kappa Nu
Wild
passes
by the Phi Delts,
crushing the Sigma Nu's, 67-26,
while last night's first game saw probably kept the score do-wn in
the
first
half,
but
with the opening
X-Club defeating the Independents,
of the second stanza quick breaks
44-14.
and two long shots by Murray
Ed Levy was high point man in lengthened their lead. At t h i s
e Phi Delt victory against Sig- point, the K. A.'s, playing v^ithout
a Nu. He tallied 22 points for the services of their spearhead.
the highest individual point total Tiny Philllips, a n d without reof the year.
serves, began to wear under the
Sigma Nu was weak in their de- fast play.
fense at the outset and the towerKirby's passing and dribbling
ing Levy and Don Murray found started the crew of Phis moving
little difficulty in scoring. Sigma late in the period as he closed in
Nu's points were well distributed fast on under-the-basket shots.
the game took on a one-sided Buck Johnson, with two long shots
aspect.
ringing the bell, kept the K. A.'s
The K. A.'s also found little op- in the running for a while, while
position in their tilt with the cel- "R" Little and Joe Knowles atlar-place Independents. "R" Little tempted to set their forwards with
and Jim Scarlett caught the strings close-in shots.
for twelve points each for the
Field Goals Scarce
scoring honors.
Close guarding by both teams,
Put on Offensive Show
which at teams caused fouls, kept
Theta Kappa Nu and Sigma Nu field goal scoring at a premium
put on an offensive show Monday throughout the game as the fans
night with the champions easily were treated to defensive strategy.
climaxing their fast-breaking at
Knowles and Little stood out for
tack with well-placed ringers. Joe the losers, while Kirby, Levy and
Justice accounted for 20 points Murray were again the big shots
while Clyde Jones, the Asheville for the winners.
wild man, caged 16 tallies. June
Earl Brankert and Bill DaughLingerfelt was not far behind with erty both broke out in a rash of
14 points.
scoring points in the Clubbers
Sigma Nu, lacking
game with t h e Independents,
power, soon tired in the second half Brankert scoring 16 and Daughand could do little in stopping the erty 14. The Clubbers found litattack. Joe Rembock again played tle trouble in scoring at will, while
his usual fine role in ball handling the star-less Independents did litand floor work. Hagnauer led their tle pressing.
scoring with four baskets.
—Dribblings—
Stage Defensive Battle
Although last night's K. A.-Phi
With the exception of the Sigma
Delt engagement was not as close- Nus who did not play last season,
ly contested as the previous week's the first half standings for both
Theta Kappa Nu-Phi Delt scorch- seasons were the same.
Theta
er, it was a defensive battle Kappa Nu remained at the top of
throughout.
the ladder, Phi Delt Theta second,
It was not until the close of the Kappa Alpha third, X-Club fourth,
first period that one field goal was Sigma Nu fifth, and Independents
made, and that by Levy. Both

Intramural Basketball Schedule
SECOND HALF
—Phi Delta Theta vs. X Club.
4—8 p.
Feb. 4—9 p.
—Independents vs. Theta Kappa Nu.
Feb. 7—9 p.
—Sigma Nu vs. Kappa Alpha.
Feb. 8 . - 8 p. —Phi Delta Theta vs. Independents.
Feb. 8—9 p.
—X Club vs. Kappa Alpha.
Feb. 11.—8 p. ,—Theta Kappa Nu vs. Kappa Alpha.
Feb. 1 1 . - 9 p. ,—X Club vs. Sigma Nu.
Feb. 14.—9 p.
—Phi Deta Theta vs Theta Kappa Nu
Feb. 15.—8 p. ,—Independents vs. Sigma Nu.
Feb 15.-9 p.
—Theta Kappa Nu vs. X Club.
Feb. 18.—8 p.
—Phi Delta Theta vs. Sig-ma Nu.
Feb. 18.-9 p.
—Independents vs. Kappa Alpha.
Feb. 2 1 . - 9 p. —Theta Kappa Nu vs. Sigma Nu.
Feb. 2 2 . - 8 p. —Independents vs. X Club
Feb. 2 2 . - 9 p. —Phi Delta Theta vs. Kappa Alpha.
Note: The
of the first half will play the wii
series of two-out' of-three in case of such a tie.

POEMS WANTED
For New Poetry Anthology.
Plays and Fiction also considered. Address: Dept. D, Editor
—62 Grand Central Annex, New
Yorlt, N. Y.

KNITTED
GARMENTS
Cleaned and Blocked
Correctly
Fitting Rooms Available
For Measurements

WINTER PARK
BRANCH
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

OFFICE
We solicit your business i
Winter Park, Plione 413

a home town concern.
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

308 E. PARK AVE.
2 Doors East of Bank

Take pictures! They'll add to
your memories of college days.
Come in and look over our stock.
We have a complete stock.
Imported and Domestic Cameras

CENTRAL
CAMERA STORE
Orange Ave.,
Opposite Sears
ORLANDO

THE

SIX

Inquiring Reporter

STUDENT
OPINION
Editor of theSandspur:
Last week "A group of fussed
car owners, all upper classmen'
(who persisted in calling them
selves "I") protested voluably and
a bit vitrolically in your pages
about the new red paint job on
the curbing in front of the K. A.
House.
Loath as we are to lose our
few remaining friends, we are
afraid that the curb will stay red.
But a few words of explanation
may abate the pique of the complaintants:
Our "one car" which we park in
our "eight or nine spaces" belongs
to Twachtman, Luzier, Gregg, Van
Wickle, the Beldens (the Pontiac
and the Buick) and to our friends
Babbs, Youst, Jack and Berger.
The unpaved section of Holt Avenue which runs between Rollins
Mall and the K. A. House is not
city property, but belongs half to
Rollins College and half to us. Students are still welcome to park
their car on our side, even if we
have been incensed at times because they have insisted on parking on the sidewalk.
If "the opposition" will reveal
his, her or their identity, we shall
be glad to arbitrate the question
at a public hearing—-Anything to
be fair and sportsmanlike.
Lew Wallace, President
Alpha Psi Chapter, Kappa Alpha
Order.

CAMPUS
Personalities
The victim of the week v
George Waddell. George is, s
card in each of your pockets
dicates, the president of the student council, as well as his many
less-obvious positions.
George was one of the students
who travelled in Europe with Professor Trowbridge this past sum^
mer and it was of some of hi;
impressions of Europpe that ht
talked.
"As we passed the numerous
small islands on our way into th'
harbor of Cherbourg, we were im
pressed with the absolute serenity
of the surroundings. When we
anchored in the harbor all, having
nothing better to do, went front
to watch the unloading procedures.
After a short lapse of time—perhaps a half an hour—of this peaceful occupation we were all surprised by the sound of explosions.
Looking toward the shore we saw
the coast defense in full operation.
Planes appeared from some hidden
airport, circled the ship then disappeared as rapidly as they had appeared. We were surprised further to find that these maneuvers
were not annual or bi-annual but
frequent occurrences. Such a warm
reception! All were impressed with
the completeness of the coastal defense.

Elect Officers for Year After
Meeting
Y U S T IS P R E S I D E N T
A "cookie shine" was held at the
Pi Beta Phi house Monday evening
before the meeting to entertain
the pledges and to welcome back
Betty Harbison. A delicious meal
was served by a committee headed
by Martha Elizabeth Mills a n d
Frances Daniels.
Following the cookie shine, new
officers for the remainder of the
year were elected at meeting. Augusta Yust was elected president;
Betty Harbison, v i c e-president;
Barbara Babb, corresponding secretary; Eugenia Cannon, scholarship chairman and historian; Betty
Jack and Ruth Bradley, censors;
Polly Chambers, social chairman;
Suzanne Pick, social secretary; and
Jarry Smith, intramural represen-

Thetas Give All
College D a n c e At
Dubsdread Saturday
A large Theta Kite, colorful balloons, crepe paper drapes, serpentine confetti, "Big Apples", and
"Suzy Q's" made the setting for
the Kappa Alpha Theta all-college
dance which was held at Dubsdread Country Club last Saturday
night.
Dancing to Glen Brown and Hi;
Men started at 9 and continued
until 1 o'clock.
Chaperones for the dance were
Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Stone, Mr
and Mrs. Edwin Granberry, Mrs
Banzhaf, and Mrs. Scott.
Fruit punch was served during
the evening.

Initiates Honored
Kappa Alpha Theta
Announces Initiation By Phi Mu Chapter
At Tea On Sunday
Of Four New Pledges

THE VISITOR'S VOICE

Gamma Phi Beta Hold
Another Weekly T e a

Question: What has impressed you most during your visit?
Mrs. E. J. Sheril, Los Angeles: I like the way Rollins is situated
on these lakes. Few colleges are lucky enough to have your advantage
in that respect.
Ed Bowden, Tampa: The thing that has struck me most is the
fact that the students are much more friendly than they are on
other campuses where I have visited.
Ralph Edwards, Atlanta: I don't know, but everyone seems to be
in a hurry to get somewhere, but they don't seem to know what they
are going to do when they get there.
Mr. E. M. Parker, N. Y.: The beauty of your campus, and the
small sizes of your classes. I like that.
Dave Hendricks, U. of Miami: The fact that all the dorms and
fraternity and sorority houses are grouped together seems to be a
fine idea. That plus that fact that everyone eats in the college
commons brings about a much better state of relationship than you
would find in many places.

Last Friday afternoon saw another of the Gamma Phi teas. This
week Mrs. A. E. Dick, Mrs. Ralph
Twitchell, Mrs. Al_exander Bloch,
Mrs. M. M. Smith, Miss Marjorie
Weber, Betty Hubbard, Betty Tuttie, Pris Smith, Ellen Gwinn, Virginia Biddle, Sarah Smith, Eleanor
Ham, Jimmie Scarlett, Dick Belden were the guests.
The hostesses were P e g g y
Whiteley, Skippy Arnold, and Ruth
The annual Cloverleaf formal Hill.
open-house will be given by the
freshmen girls Saturday night,
February 5. Dancing will be held
downstairs and the girls' rooms
will be open for inspection.
The Alpha Phis gave a tea yesDancing will continue from 8:15
terday at Caroline Fox Hall. Tea
until 12 o'clock.
Lennie Fishman is the general was served from four until six
chairman, and members of the va- with Dorothea Rich, Muriel Rusrious committees a r e :
Eleanor sell, and Margo Colvin acting as
Hamm, orchestra; M'Lou Hofft hostesses.
and Sally Tyler, invitations; MarThey plan to make these teas a
jorie McQueen, refreshments; and weekly affair by having one each
Betty Mackemer, treasurer.
week.

Cass of Haines City, Florida. Fif.
teen guests attended the banquet
given at the Whistling Kettle. Bi
sides the actives and pledge
Two Pi Phi mothers and. two Pi guests included Betty Ann Hub.
Phi alumnae were entertained at a bard, Clara Adolphs, Anne Stone,
tea in Mayflower Hall last Friday Charlotte Gregg, and Mrs. R. B,
afternoon.
Barbour, and Dr. Evelyn Newman,
Mrs. C. L. Jack of Cleveland,
Ohio; Mrs. Carl Pick, West Bend,
Wisconsin; Mrs. R. M. Laird,
Marshfield, Wisconsin; and Mrs. J.
Hessilstein, Delaware, Ohio, were
the guests. The latter three are
Pi Beta Phis.
Mrs. Wilcox, the housemother,
Mr. and Mrs. William West of
poured and the pledges served Montclair, New Jersey, have anorange juice and tea.
nounced the engagement of their
daughter, Mildred West, Rollins
'34, to Mr. Scott Martin Long, Jr.,
of Pleasantville, New Jersey.
No date has been set for the
wedding.
At Rollins Miss W e s t was a
Saturday afternoon, January 29, member of Kappa Kapjpa Gamma
the Chi Omegas initiated P e g ^ sorority.

The Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Theta announces the
initiation of Betty Brock, Columbus, Ohio; Virginia Morgan, Clearwater, Florida; Jane Russell, Rockledge, Florida; Sally Tyler, Ca?
per, Wyoming, on January twentyseventh, which is Kappa Alpha
Thela Founders' Day.
The intiation was held in the
Theta lodge at six o'clock. Following the initiation there was a
brief Founders' Day ceremony.
Then, a buffet supper was served
in the lodge for the entire sorority
group. Pollyanna Young was presented with a bracelet for being the
"best pledge". Each pledge sang
a song she had written in honor of
Theta.

Alpha Omego Chapter of Phi Mu
entertained at a formal tea Sunday afternoon from four to six
o'clock at Carolyn Fox Hall in honor of the new initiates.
Guests included alumnae, sponsors, and faculty members. Mrs.
E. T. Brown and Bettie Short, president of the chapter received the
guests. Mrs. Robert Ford presided at the punch bowl.

Cloverleaf To Have
Open House, Lennie
Fishman, Chairman

Alpha Phis Give
Tea In Fox Hall

Pi Phi Mothers
And Alumnae Visit

Miss Mildred West
To Marry Scott Long

Chi Omegas Initiate
Peggy Cass Saturday

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
Sue Pick, Mary Gulnac, a n c
Jane Harding spent the weekend ir
St. Augustine with Sue's mother.
Sue Macpherson and Penny Pen
dexter spent Saturday and Sun^
day at Sue's home in Jacksonville.
Verges VanWickle drove to his
home in Miami for the weekend.
Jean Densmore, Skeeter Dean,
Lynne Barrett, Dr. Farley, and Dr,
and Mrs. Hutchings spent Saturday deep-sea fishing in the Gulf.
Bill Twitchell, George Waddell,
Dr. Waddington, and Lew Wallace
attended a convention in Gamesville on Saturday.
Neil Luzier, Jeanne Langworthy,
and Jayne Rittenhouse drove to MiFriday evening, spent Saturand Sunday with Neil's family, and returned Sunday evening.

"Late that afternoon we weighed
anchor and sailed up the Channel.
Here the extent of preparedness
was again made evident to us in
the size, capacity and industry of
the Vickers Company's factories
along the shore.
"Arriving in London we attended
air maneuvers which were staged
by the Royal Air Force. The field
A meeting of the Rollins Key So- as mobbed and yet we w e r e
ciety was held in the Chapel Wed- uch concerned with the fact that
nesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
) one seemed aggressively interThe business of the evening con- ited. It was merely a display—
receipt for the taxpayers' paysisted of planning two projects for
the year. Work was started on ments of the year.
one of the projects and the other
"Throughout our entire stay in
project is to be put up to the London I noted the small amount
January 27, 1938.
student body, for its opinion.
taken either for or
To the Editor of the Sandspur:
At the next meeting there is
war—it is accepted as into be a voting of new members to /•itable and slowly but unfalter- Dear Sir: ^
In the main, your recent editorfill up the vacancies now open.
igly they move toward it."
ial giving credit to the girls who
have taken up rowing on their own
and made a success of it gives
credit where credit is certainly due.
I feel however that a word as to
the present rule barring girl coxWEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2
ins from future Rollins varsity
5:00 p. m.—-"Great Personalites in Art", Seminar. Art Studio.
crews is not out of place. The rule
2:50 p. m . --All-College Assembly. Illustrated Lecture by Professor
not due to any feeling against
Norman McClintock. Annie Eussell Theatre.
girls as coxswains, though I doubt
7:30 p. m.--Reading of the Odyssey of Homer. President Holt's home. if, in a thousands years, we should
8:15 p. m.--"Rollins on the Air". Phi Beta Program. WDBO.
find another one who would
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3
be Sally's equal. The reason for
11:00 a. m.--Dr. Martin's lecture: "Conflicting Peace Policies". High the rule is that if we are to conSchool Auditorium.
tinue to row in the north, we must
4:00 p. m . --Faculty Meeting. K523.
respect the feelings of our oppo5:00 p. m.--Organ Vespers. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
nents. In 1936 the rowing author7:30 p. m.--International Eelations Club Meeting.
ities of both the crews we rowed
protested in no uncertain terms
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4
11:00
-Dr. Kinsler's lecture: "The Electron: Its Social and gainst our using Sally, a n d at
least one of them declared that no
Scientific Significance". Annie Russell Theatre.
3:30 p. m . --Tony Sargs' Marionettes in "Robinson Crusoe". Chil- future races would be scheduled
with Rollins should a g i r l coxdren's Matinee. Annie Eussell Theatre.
n be used. The real reasons
8:15 p. m . --Tony Sarg's Marionettes in "Robinson Crusoe". Annie
for such objections I was never
Russell Series. Annie Russell Theatre.
able to fathom. Whether it is silly
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5
not, a repetition of the Sally
4:00-6:00 p m.—Phi Beta All-College Tea—434 Virginia Court.
dent would m&ke the scheduling
7:00 p. m . --Rollins Women's Association chiclien supper for all facof northern races impossible.
ulty and staff and their families. (35c). Commons.
8:15 p. m . --Cloverleaf open house.
ow that the girls have their
8:30 p. m . --"Rollins on the Air". Conservatory Faculty. WDBO.
rowing, I see no need for reSUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6
opening the discussion. During my
9:45 a. m . --Morning Meditation. Rev. John Milton Moore, speaker. annual pilgrimage to Poughkeepsie
K. M. C.
ee the "big shots" row, I am
4:00 p. m . --Recital by Walter Mills, baritone. Presented by Phi sure I heard enough about the faBeta. Dr. John Martin's home.
mous girl coxswain to last me the
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6
rest of the year.
7:30-9:30 p m.—Astronomical Open House at Telescope.
Sincerely yours,
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7
U. T. BRADLEY.
H. S. Auditorium, Dr. Chalmers lecture "Central Europe's
little peoples."
Dr. Newman's lecture, "Culture and the Motion Picture",
VALENTINES
All Saints* Parish House.
-Ted Shawn and his dancers, H. S. Auditorium.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Professor Lamb lecture "Cervantes and Spain of His
310 E. Park Ave.
Day".

Key Society Plans
For Coming Year
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SANDSPUR

SOCIAL UICULIGUTS

THE

What do you think is the practical monthly allowance (not
including clothes) for the Rollins student?
Bill Scheu: With the exception of books and fraternity dues
the amount of money spent is purely up to the individual. I
believe an average student would satisfy his various longings
with at least $35 a month. Laundry, dates, inclusive.
Bob Belden: Depends entirely on the extent of one's social activities. Practically speaking, as much as one can get away
with honorably.
Sue MacPherson: That depends on whether one has a taste
for champagne or beer.
Betty Carey: A practical allowance would be mine—plus
the amount of cash I wish I had but haven't minus the amount
of bills I wish I hadn't but have.
Jack Clark: Enough to pay your bills—plus.
Jane Russell: I think a girl can easily get along on forty
dollars a month. In fact she ought to be able to save some
each month for emergency. Of course boys have more outside expenses.

ROLLINS

To The Editor

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

for smoking
Chesterfields
I jind
they give me
more pleasure than any
cigarette I ever smoked.
And if a man isn't getting p l e a s u r e from his
c i g a r e t t e h e might as
well quit smoking.
Chesterfields are milder
. . . they've got a taste that
smokers like . . . they have
everything to give a man
MORE PLEASURE.

a
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